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The News of Hungarian Philately
THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Bill Wilson

Szervusz!

I hope all of you had a safe and sound spring and that none of our members have had
to deal with the dreadful weather in the Southeast this past few months. It saddens me to see
the terrible pictures of destruction and mayhem that nature has wrought.
We have an excellent newsletter edition in this issue and I would like to applaud our
editor, Csaba Kohalmi, for the excellent job he does for the Society. Every issue is top notch
and Csaba deserves credit for his perseverance and hard work in getting The News out each
quarter.
I wanted to talk to everyone about our declining membership and ask everyone to
give me input on what the Society can do to make things more interesting that would attract
new members. Believe me when I say that I will entertain ideas if you send them to me. I’ll
even call you to discuss your idea and get a thorough understanding of your proposal. I am a
long time member of the APS and recently they proposed asking their members to consider
giving a membership to someone for their birthday. It would be unique way to increase
membership and I’ll be interested to know how that works out for them. But seriously, we
need at this point in our society some fresh ideas and concepts directed toward recruiting new
members. It’s a tough job but one that we need to focus on this year and for years to come.
That about wraps it up for now. As always “ Keep Stamping”.


QUESTIONS FOR READERS OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
from Robert Lauer

1.

The Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary lists 3 sub-types of the 1867
newspaper stamp (1a, 1b and 1c). For a non-Hungarian speaker such as me, the explanation of
the difference between these 3 sub-types and the note below are impenetrable. What is the
difference between these 3 sub-types of this issue?
2.
Scott, Michel and the Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary warn of
counterfeits of the surcharge on the first airmail issue of 1918. What are the distinguishing
characteristics of the genuine surcharges vs. counterfeit copies?
3.
Both Scott and the Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary contain
warnings about counterfeits of the 2nd issue for the Serbian Occupation of Baranya. What are the
distinguishing characteristics of the genuine surcharges vs. counterfeits on this issue?
4.
The Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary contains warnings about
counterfeits of the issues for the Serbian and Romanian occupations of Temesvár. Scott has
warnings for both issues that “Forgeries exist of the inverted and color error surcharges.” Were
all of the values of these issues counterfeited or just the errors, as Scott suggests? What are the
distinguishing characteristics of the genuine surcharges vs. counterfeits on these issues?


100th ANNIVERSARY OF THE
BIRTH OF RONALD REAGAN
The 100th anniversary of
the birth of the American
President was honored with a
commemorative envelope and
cancellation from Hungary. The
envelope quoted Reagan’s speech
made at the Berlin Wall in 1987.
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DISCOVERY OF A 1918 AIRMAIL COVER TO LEMBERG
by William Gurske

The illustrated cover was purchased on April 24, 2009 from a cover dealer from Texas at the
Westpex’09 Show held at the San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel.

Airmail cover sent from Budapest to Lemberg by way of Vienna, 22-23 July 1918.

Every year for about the past 10 years, Miklos Tecsy and I would meet Emmerich Vamos at
Westpex, where we would discuss the latest Hungarian stamp news and compare notes on what each
of us found from various dealers at the show. Unfortunately, Emmerich was too ill to attend the show
that year. When I saw the cover with an asking price of only $20, I figured that it must be a forgery
since no one had purchased it. The cover had been folded down the middle, so I offered $15 thinking
to myself it was worth a $15 gamble. The offer was accepted.
At home, I checked the books The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail by Victor Berecz,
and A Magyar bélyegek monográfiája, as well as nine different articles written in The News of
Hungarian Philately and Stamps of Hungary from the years 1997-2008. The cancels and the
registration number of 4660 appeared to be correct for the July 22nd flight. The table of mail
postings found in Vic Berecz’s book lists 6 registered covers being sent to Lemberg on July 22nd.
I sent photocopies to Emmerich along with a note announcing my discovery. Emmerich
replied: “Good for you, that I couldn’t make Westpex this year. For me the cover is absolutely
genuine. I can add only one thing: according to the Monográfiája, ALL the registered covers to
Krakau and Lemberg were of official character, reason why none of them could reach collectors.
Because this cover is addressed to the POLYTECHNIKUM (University of Lemberg), it was probably
was accepted as an “official” posting. Your 15 dollars were a good investment, much better than you
could have done on Wall Street.”
I also contacted Endre Krajcsovics, who sent the following reply.
I completely agree with Emmerich in stating that your cover, based on the copies you have
sent me, is genuine. The cancellations are correct and contain one of the many proofs for the
legitimacy of the cover. Every genuine cover that contains the L.L.Z 4 cancellation has a short J
in the July date. It is a curious but consistent anomaly that appears on every letter from July 5 to
July 23. Yes, there is a rare usage of L.L. Z. 4 on July 5 when most of the letters were canceled
with L.T.n.4.
The registration label is also appropriate for this date. There were four dates when the
4600 series numbers were used; they were July 5, July 10, July 22 and July 23.
The Vienna arrival time of 7:45 PM is also appropriate on this date along with the 3:30 AM
Vienna cancellation for departure to Lemberg on the following day, July 23, the last day of flight
for the entire experiment and a 4:30 PM arrival date at Lemberg noted with Roman numerals.
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The letter strangely is 10 fillér short of postage and was accepted as such. An airmail letter
with 20gr or less weight with registration to Lemberg should have carried the 4,50K airmail
stamp and an additional 2,05K in regular stamps to pay for the 25f registration fee and 1,80K
other fees.
Your cover is exceptional in many respects and worthy to be written about. I am flattered
by Emmerich's reference to me and also your trust in me to write this article.


THE 1945 LOCAL ISSUE OVERPRINTED STAMPS OF NAGYVÁRAD
by Gábor Voloncs
/This article originally appeared in the 1988/2 issue of the Philatelica magazine.
Translated by Csaba L. Kohalmi./

On 9 October 1944, the commanders of the Ukrainian Front initiated military action to seize
the Nagyvárad-Debrecen region. By midnight on October 12th, after house-to-house fighting,
Nagyvárad was in Soviet hands. By the 23rd of October, the German-Hungarian forces were driven
out of basically the entire region that came under the jurisdiction of the Nagyvárad Postal Directorate.
(Note: P.R.T. 241.269/1 dated 19 October 1944, directed that the postal directorate of Kolozsvár and
Nagyvárad be relocated to Pécs. This directive was invalidated by P.R.T. 243.291/1 dated 31 October
because in the rapidly changing war scenario, its implementation was impossible.)
The direct authority in the occupied are was exercised by the Soviet Red Army under the
aegis of the Allied Control Commission. A temporary Soviet Military Administration was
implemented on 25 October 1944 in North Transylvania and Székely-land. This administration ended
as of 13 March 1945, and direct control temporarily was handed over to Rumanian civil authorities.
This period lasted until April 9th.
The post offices of the Nagyvárad/Oradea postal directorate were gradually integrated into
the Rumanian postal service between 23 March and 9 April. Thusly, during the period between 25
January and 9 April 1945, the stamps overprinted in Nagyvárad became a part of postal history.
 The First Nagyvárad issue

The Bihar County’s Fiscal Committee, established by emergency ministerial decree, issued
its first directive ordered the overprinting of the Nagyvárad postal district’s stock of Hungarian
stamps with higher face values. A letter of authorization (145/1945.-I.25) issued by the postal
director assigned two persons to oversee the overprinting work to be done at the Graphic Printers
Institute. (Note: The original name of the Graphic Printers was the Sonnenfeld Printers. The name
was changed as a result of the laws restricting Jewish-owned businesses. The Sonnnenfeld Printers
produced the 1919 Nagyvárad overprints and the basic stamps for the 1920 Debrecen II issue.)
The two people charged with the supervision were to report to the Treasurer’s office at the
Nagyvárad 1 post office in the morning of 25 January. Presumably, they took possession of the
stamps destined for the overprinting at that time. The revaluation of the stamps with higher
denomination was required since the pengő currency was rapidly loosing its value. Also, the postal
employees in the district had not received their compensation in nearly three months.
Full sheets of 100 of the following issues received the overprint: 1943 Military Leaders (1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 20, 30, 50, 80 fillér, and 1 pengő values), 1944 Saint Margaret, 1944 Famous
Women (20, 24, 30, 50, and 80 fillér values) and the 1941 2nd brown postage due series (2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, and 30 fillér values). The overprinting was conducted by the Graphic Printing Institute in
Nagyvárad during the two days allocated to the work. Due to the short turn-around time, the
overprinting was accomplished using typography.
 Preparation of the plate used for overprinting

Authors who have published earlier articles made certain assumptions about the typesetting
of the letter and the numbers used in the plate prepared for the overprint. They explained that the use
of different styles of letter and numbers was necessary because of the lack of sufficient available type.
After having examined complete sheets and large multiples from a technical viewpoint, I’ve
concluded that the earlier assumptions can be disputed. My research indicated that the printing plate
was prepared using the easiest and fastest way of making it. A single copy was made of the
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typesettings for date and/or currency designations: ‘1945 / pengő’ and ‘fillér’. These were then
duplicated five times and soldered together into a horizontal strip of 5 subjects. These strips in turn
were then duplicated multiple times to create the printing plate of 100 subjects. The various numerals
of value were also assembled in similar fashion. The fact that the strips of 5 were copied is
underscored by the same flaws evident in the vertical column of all 10 printing plates. These
deviations or flaws are useable as column identifiers that are duplicated in two columns of the sheet
as shown in the table below.
Characteristics
thickness of the bottom of the
letter ‘g’ in ‘pengő’
base of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’
outer part of right side of the
letter ‘n’ in ‘pengő’ shows a
wedge-shaped deformation

I., VI.
0.4mm

II., VII.
0.1 - 0.15mm

intact

left side short

Columns
III., VIII.
0.1mm

IV., IX.
0.2mm

V., X.
0.3mm

missing (slightly
visible in pos.
13 & 63)

intact (left side
partially missing
in pos. 14, 34, 94)

intact

exists

Different typesetting letters were used for the Type III ‘pengő’ in sheet positions 76-77-7980. With the exception of these five sheet positions, the column-identifiers are valid for 95 out of 100
‘pengő’ overprinted stamps.
A single plate was prepared for the overprinting of the pengő stamps with [1945 - pengő]
text. The different surcharge values were added as the second step as the overprinting progressed.
For overprinting the 51 sheets of the 60 fillér denomination stamps, the word ‘pengő’ was replaced
with ‘fillér’ while retaining the original date ‘1945.’
As stated before, in sheet positions 76-80, a different type was used for the word ‘pengő.’
Also, in positions 91-100 (the last horizontal row in a sheet), a smaller sized denomination was
utilized. Both of these changes were made intentionally. The process of preparing the plate would
not have required this. The varieties were created with the intention of increasing the marketability of
the stamps. It is known that the inverted overprints were made to order in specified quantities. One
of the postal inspectors assigned to oversee the work, Lajos Kiss, was a stamp collector. Another
indication of the future business aspect of the overprint was the creation of new higher denominations
for which there was no requirement in the postal tariff structure. It goes without saying that there was
no postal need to overprint the postage due stamps. To date (1988) actual postal usage of the postage
due stamps is not known to exist.
 Identifying marks

Because of the short turn-around time allotted for the production, the small flaws in the
casting of the letters and numerals were not repaired. Therefore, these small breaks or inclusions can
be used to identify exact sheet positions. For study purposes, I have broken down the positions into
quarter sheets. Because of the small quantity of the 60 fillér stamps overprinted, I’m not able to
discuss their positions identifiers
The plate for the ‘fillér’ overprint utilized the date ‘1945’ from the ‘pengő’ plate. The flaws
associated with the numerals in the date would be the same. Still, it would be necessary to study the
flaws in the word ‘fillér’ to positively identify plate positions.
 The overprint

Single sheets of 100 stamps with full margins were manually placed into the platen press.
This operation resulted in frequently misplaced, poorly centered overprints. Overprints became
shifted to the side or top to bottom so that adjacent stamps received split overprints either in the
horizontal or vertical direction. Such offsets also resulted in the top or bottom rows of stamps
missing the date or the currency designator.
Still another variety was created by the careless placement of the backing material in the
printing plate for the strips showing the date. Since not all elements of the plate presented a uniform
surface, the word ‘pengő’ would leave a faint impression on the stamp. A similarly faint numeral ‘5’
has been observed for all ‘pengő’ surcharged sheets in position 25. Also, similar situation occurred
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with the 1P/4f overprint in several positions. This was probably the result of the loosening of the
elements in the plate during the closing part of the overprinting work.
With the exception of two stamps, all values were overprinted using black matte ink that left
a flat, not shiny, impression. Dry or overinked overprints do exists. A special mention needs to be
made for the 2P/10f and 5P/24f values. Because of the colors of the basic stamps, the overprints were
intentionally overinked. Thus, these two values present difficulties in analyzing since the positional
flaws are hidden by the excess ink. The 18f value was overprinted in red because of the dark gray
color of the basic stamp. The red ink was thinned too much creating a splotchy-looking overprint
again resulting in difficulties in plating the sheet positions.
The most sought-after stamp from this issue is the 1P overprint on the St. Margaret stamp
produced in gold. Because of its scarcity, it is the most-counterfeited stamp from the series. In order
to identify a genuine stamp, the following criteria should be observed:
1. the basic stamp is well-centered,
2. the ink was made using copper enhanced with zinc,
3. the color of the overprint is uniform, has a metallic shine (although parts of it may have
oxidized over time,
4. the position of the overprint is slightly to the left of the centerline vertically and slightly
lower than centered horizontally.
 The different types of the overprint
The overprint can be classified into three types based on the size of the numeral and style of
letters used for the word ‘pengő.’ The types and the population of each type are shown below.
Population
Type I
Type II
Type III

‘pengő’
85%
10%
5%

‘fillér’
90%
10%
-

Type I for the ‘fillér’ values can be
found in positions 1 through 90; for the

‘pengő’ values, in positions 1 through
75 and 91 through 95.
Type II is indicated by a smaller
sized numeral of value. For both
currency units, these are to be found
in the last row of each sheet, positions
91 though 100.
Type III has the word ‘pengő’
typeset with thinner letters. It is to be
found only on the ‘pengő’ values in
positions 76 through 80.
Left: Bottom rows of
‘pengő’
overprinted
stamps showing all three
types of overprint.

On the following
pages I will show the
varieties appearing in
each position of the
four quarter sheets.
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First
quarter
sheet
showing
sheet
positions
1-5,
11-15,
21-25,
31-35,
41-45.
Position 1: Open spot in ‘ő,’ bottom of ‘p’ broken in ‘pengő,’ end of the ‘9’ is broken
Position 2: Small line on either side of the letter ‘e,’ the left inside serif of the ‘n’ missing in ‘pengő’
Position 3: The tail of ‘5’ shows a missing wedge, the tail of the ‘e’ in ‘pengő’ is open
Position 4: The left vertical line of ‘n’ in ‘pengő’ shows a break
Position 5: The diagonal line of ‘4’ shows a small break
Position 11: The top and bottom of the ‘1’ show breaks
Position 12: Small gap in the junction of the vertical and horizontal lines of the ‘4’
Position 13: Deformation on the left side of the top of the ‘5’
Position 14: Deformations on the bottom of the ‘1’ and on serif of the letter ‘p’ in ‘pengő’
Position 15: Breaks on the ‘1’ and the bottom tail of the ‘5’ in ‘1945’
Position 21: Breaks on the ‘e’ and on the top right serif of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő,’ bottom serif of the ‘1’
truncated diagonally
Position 22: Break on the right side of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’
Position 23: Breaks in the ‘1,’ ‘4,’ and ‘5’ of the date
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Position 24: The right side of the serif on the ‘1’ missing
Position 25: Breaks in the bottom of the ‘1,’ the ‘9,’ and the bottom of the ‘4’ in ‘1945’
Position 31: The lower part of the inside curl of the of the ‘9’ and the ‘e’ show breaks
Position 32: The circular part of the ‘p’ open at the junction with the vertical
Position 33: The ‘9’ and the ‘e’ are thinned out at the top right
Position 34: White spot in the ‘5’ of ‘1945’
Position 35: Deformations on the top and bottom of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’ and in the inside horizontal
line of the ‘4’
Position 41: Deformations in the ‘1’ and ‘5’ of ‘1945,’ spot inside the ‘p’ and breaks on the ‘e’ and
the ‘n’ of ‘pengő’
Position 42: Part of the right side of the ‘e’ in ‘pengő’ is missing
Position 43: Gaps in the ‘p’ and on the bottom of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő’
Position 44: Characteristic deformation of the right side of the ‘4’ in ‘1945’
Position 45: The bottom curl of the ‘9’ is cut diagonally

Second
quarter
sheet
showing
sheet
positions
6-10,
16-20,
26-30,
36-40,
46-50.
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Position 6: White spot on the ‘n’ and gaps in the letter ‘p’ and ‘e’ of ‘pengő’
Position 7: Break in the upper part of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő’
Position 8: The left pat of the bottom serif in the ‘p’ is missing in ‘pengő’
Position 9: Thinning in parts of the ‘9’ and ‘4’ in ‘1945’
Position 10: Breaks in the bottom part of the ‘1’ and under the diacritical mark of the ‘ő’ in ‘pengő’
Position 16: Breaks in the letters ‘p’ and ‘e’ in ‘pengő’
Position 17: Breaks on both sides of the ‘1’ and on the inside of the ‘4’ in ‘1945’
Position 18: The bottom serif of the ‘p’ and horizontal part of the ‘e’ in ‘pengő’ are damaged
Position 19: The vertical part of the ‘5’ in ‘1945’ is missing
Position 20: Breaks on the ‘1’ and the ‘9’ in ‘1945’
Position 26: Breaks on the ‘p’ and the ‘e’ in ‘pengő’
Position 27: The tail of the ‘9’ in ‘1945’ is thin and pointed
Position 28: Parts of the numeral ‘4’ in ‘1945’ are missing
Position 29: The right part of the bottom serif in the ‘n’ is missing, small indentation on the right side of the ‘9’
Position 30: The inside of the ‘4’ in ‘1945’ is slightly curved
Position 36: The top serif of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’ has a hook, small indentation on the inside curl of the ‘5’
Position 37: The end of the bottom of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő’ shows a downward curl
Position 38: Small indents on the ‘9’ in ‘1945’ and on the outside of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’
Position 39: The right side of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő’ is damaged
Position 40: The ‘1’ is extensively damaged and the top left corner of the ‘5’ is missing in ‘1945’
Position 46: The letters ‘e,’ ‘n,’ and ‘g’ in ‘pengő’ show multiple breaks
Position 47: Slight blip on the sided of the ‘9’ in ‘1945’ and a small break in the ‘g’ of ‘pengő’
Position 48: The ‘9’ in ‘1945’ is thinned at the top and shows a small break at the bottom
Position 49: Left part of the bottom serif of the ‘4’ in ‘1945’ is broken
Position 50: The tail of the ‘9’ curls, the horizontal line of the ‘4’ and the curved portion of the ‘5’ is damaged
Position 51: Breaks in the ‘9’ of ‘1945’ and gaps in the letters ‘p,’ ‘e,’ the tail of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő’
Position 52: Void in the tail of the ‘9’ in ‘1945’ and missing left side of the bottom serif of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’
Position 53: Missing left side of the bottom serif of the ‘p’ and small vertical lines between the letters e-n-g-ő
in ‘pengő’
Position 54: Right side of the serif on the ‘4’ in ‘1945’ thinned out
Position 55: Small breaks in the ‘1’ and the ‘4’ in ‘1945’
Position 61: The curve of the ‘9’ in ‘1945’ is thin, small gap on the top of the ‘e’ in ‘pengő’
Position 62: Gaps in the end of the ‘9’ in ‘1945’ and the ‘n’ of ‘pengő’
Position 63: Spur-like extension on the ‘e’ and a small depression on the right side of the ‘ő’ in‘pengő’
Position 64: Top of the ‘5’ in ‘1945’ caved in, bottom right side of the ‘n’ is deformed in ‘pengő’
Position 65: Bottom of the ‘1’ is broken and a wedge-shaped depression on the right side of the ‘9’ in ‘1945’
Position 71: Gaps in the ‘4’ of ‘1945’ and the ‘e’ in ‘pengő’
Position 72: Small gap in the center of the ‘9’ of ‘1945’ and the circular part of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’
Position 73: The right upper corner of the bar on the ‘5’ in ‘1945’ is broken off
Position 74: Position 75: Breaks on the right side of the ‘1’ in ‘1945’
Position 81: Small voids in serif and the circular part of the ‘p’ and bottom of the ‘g’ of ‘pengő’
Position 82: The left part of the serif on the ‘p’ is separated and voids in the bottom of the ‘e’ of ‘pengő’
Position 83: Small voids in the ‘e’ and the ‘n’ of ‘pengő’
Position 84: Void in the stem of the ‘1’ as well as the top is caved in, break on the bottom horizontal part of
the ‘5’ in ‘1945’
Position 85: Large gaps in the ‘1’ and a small void in the base of the ‘4’ in ‘1945’
Position 91: Depression on the right side of the ‘p’ and two breaks in the ‘g’ of ‘pengő’
Position 92: Depressions on the right side of the ‘1’ and the ‘9’ in ‘1945,’ and the right side of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő’
Position 93: Left side of the bottom serif on the ‘p’ is broken, this line between the ‘e’ and the ‘n’ in ‘pengő’
Position 94: Breaks inside the circular portion of the ‘9’ and the right side of the ‘4’ in ‘1945,’ the left side of
the bottom serif on the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’ is thin
Position 95: Several voids in the ‘1’ and a gap in the tail of the ‘5’ in ‘1945’
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Third
quarter
sheet
showing
sheet
positions
51-55,
61-65,
71-75,
81-85,
91-95.
Position 56: Break in the bottom of the ‘9’ in ‘1945,’ right side of the serif in the ‘p’ of ‘pengő’ is missing
Position 57: Small break in the ‘5’ of ‘1945,’ breaks in the ‘ő’ of ‘pengő’ under the diacritical marks
Position 58: Wedge-shape gap in the left side of the ‘n’ of ‘pengő’
Position 59: Deformed ‘1’ and pointy-tailed ‘9’ in ‘1945,’ break in the tail of the ‘g’ of ‘pengő’
Position 60: Voids in the ‘9’ and the ‘4’ of ‘1945’
Position 66: Right side of the ‘4’ missing in ‘1945,’ breaks in the ‘p’ and the ‘ő’ of ‘pengő’
Position 67: Breaks on the ‘p’ and void in the ‘g’ of ‘pengő’
Position 68: Slight depression on the inside of the ‘e’ and the right side of the ‘n’ in ‘pengő’
Position 69: Void in the ‘1’ of ‘1945,’ slight deformation on the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’
Position 70: Deformed ‘1’ in ‘1945’
Position 76: Gap at the top of the ‘4’ in ‘1945,’ breaks in the ‘e’ and tail of the ‘g’ in ‘pengő’
Position 77: Bottom serif on the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’ is separated
Position 78: -
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Position 79: Small depressions: left side of the ‘p,’ the middle of the ‘e’ and the right side of the ‘n’ in ‘pengő’
Position 80: Breaks on the bottom of the ‘1’ in ‘1945’
Position 86: Voids on the ‘9 in ‘1945,’ small dimples on the ‘p’ and the ‘e’ in ‘pengő’
Position 87: Break on the right side of the ‘4’ in ‘1945,’ void on the left side of the ‘n’ in ‘pengő’
Position 88: Voids in the ‘9’ and the ‘4’ of ‘1945,’ void inside the ‘e’ of ‘pengő’
Position 89: Small depressions on the ‘9’ and the ‘4’ in ‘1945’
Position 90: Position 96: Breaks on the right side of the ‘p’ and voids inside the ‘e’ of ‘pengő’
Position 97: Gaps in the bottom portions of the ‘1,’ the 9,’ and the ‘5’ of ‘1945’
Position 98: Break inside the ‘5’ of ‘1945,’ bottom serif of the ‘p’ in ‘pengő’ is missing
Position 99: Break on the top of the ‘9’ and in the diagonal line of the ‘4’ of ‘1945,’ break in the tail of the ‘g’
in ‘pengő’
Position 100: Triangular gap in the top of the ‘1’ in ‘1945’

Fourth
quarter
sheet
showing
sheet
positions
56-60,
66-70,
76-80,
86-90,
96-100.
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 Adjacent types in multiples

The positions of the different types of overprint yield the following combinations:
Types I + II in vertical pairs,
Types I + III in vertical or horizontal pairs,
Types I + III + I in vertical strips,
Types III + I + III in vertical strips.
Larger blocks or multiples can yield other varieties. Similar combinations exist for the inverted
overprints as well. In the case of the stamps overprinted in fillér denomination, only the Types I + II
combination is possible.

Block of 12 stamps showing all
three types of overprints.
 Inverted overprints

Acting on instructions from the postal director, the printers created a total of 18 sheets with
inverted overprints for seven different values. Because of the careless placement of one sheet of the
50f/6f and 1P/1f stamps into the press, the inverted overprint became shifted vertically. As a result,
the currency designator was printed above the date on each stamp.

Left: A normally centered inverted overprint. Right: Examples of the shifted inverted overprint.

Work on the overprinting was completed on January 27th. The stamps were immediately
transported to the postal headquarters. According to a prior agreement, each postal employee
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received five set consisting of 22 different face value stamps. Those who desired postage due stamps
were allowed to purchase a set at face value. In addition, employees were offered an opportunity to
purchase a set of 37 stamps that included all varieties (every inverted overprints and the gold 1P
overprint on the 30f St. Margaret stamp) for the purchase price of 450 pengős.
On January 28th, the Nagyvárad No. 1 post office, located at József Attila u. 12-14,
commenced the sale of the stamps to the public. A set of 22 varieties was offered for 486.30 pengős.
Buyers purchasing five sets were entitled to get a set of postage due stamps for 28 pengős.
The majority of the stamps were purchased by collectors who wanted to preserve some value
from their rapidly eroding pengő currency. The remainders were released for postal use by the three
post offices of Nagyvárad and an unknown number of offices in the surrounding area.
 Counterfeits

Several versions of counterfeits have been produced, some fairly sophisticated-looking. The
relatively low numbers of Type II and Type III stamps are the main reason for these to be faked most
often. Dismantled pieces from the original printing plate were reused to make some of the
counterfeits. Stamp made using the date and the currency denominator will not exhibit the properly
matched indentifying marks as in the original sheet position. Usually, the numerals of value were
added separately by hand resulting in misplaced positioning. The color of the overprint is usually
telltale sign of a counterfeit. The ink is deep black or has a shiny finish. The gold overprint version
of the 1P/30f St. Margaret stamp shows a flat, oxidized color with a red or black underprinting.
 Postal stationery
The 12f and 18f postal cards (Simády nos. 158, 159) with the printer’s date of 1944 were
surcharge to 60 fillér by hand in violet ink using an elliptical rubber stamp bearing the text
LEVELEZŐ-LAP * 60 fillér * CARTE POSTALE. An official assessment of the quantity of postal
cards is not known. Most of the examples in the hands of collectors are unused.

The Nagyvárad State Postal Directorate reported the overprinting and sale of the stamps (Un
raport I Direcţiei poştale Oradea asupra surşarjârii timbrelor ungureşti, Filatelie, Bucureşti é. n. p.
1-3). The quantities for each value, including seven inverted surcharges were part of the report. The
report did not mention the inverted 2P/2f postage due stamp. Ferenc Konrád, a stamp dealer from
Nagyvárad, first mentioned their existence in a stamp catalog published in 1946 (România Catalog
Filatelia - Catalogul mârcilor româneşti, F. Konrad, Oradea 1946, p. 41-42). This catalog confirms
the numbers of stamp overprinted listed in the table on the next page. The catalog published in 1974
(Catalogul mârcilor postale româneşti, Bucuresţi 1974, p. 505-506) also lists the inverted postage
dues without indicating a quantity. The history of the origin of the inverted stamp was discussed by
Gábor Rátai in an article published in 1972 (G. Rátai, The Oradea I. Issue of 1945, Romanian
Philatelic Studies, New York, USA, Vol. 6, No. 4, 1982 p 1-4). The inverted overprint originated
because part of the sheet stuck to another. The damaged stamps were removed and replaced with a
block of six inadvertently placed in an upside down position.
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Table of the Nagyvárad / Oradea I. Stamp Issue
Handbook Serial
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
13
16
18
20
22
Inverted
Inverted
Inverted
Inverted
Inverted
Inverted
9
9a
14
Inverted
12
15
17
19
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Surcharge /
Overprinted stamp
1943 War Leaders
60f
6f
60f
8f
1P
1f
1P
2f
1P
3f
1P
4f
1P
5f
1P (red)
18f
2P
10f
3P
20f
3P
30f
3P
80f
4P
50f
5P
12f
5P
1P
60f
6f
60f
8f
1P
1f
1P
4f
1P
5f
1P
18f
1944 St. Margaret
1P
30f
1P (gold)
30f
3P
30f
1P
30f
1944 Famous Women
3P
20f
3P
30f
3P
80f
4P
50f
5P
24f
1941 Brown Postage Due
2P
2f
2P
3f
4P
4f
4P
6f
4P
8f
4P
10f
4P
12f
4P
30f

MBÁ
Catalog #

Quantity of stamps

# of
sheets

749
743
744
745
746
747
752
750
753
755
757
756
751
758
748
749
743
746
747
752

Type I
1,890
2,340
7,650
255
255
14,960
4,080
23,460
8,925
4,930
10,285
1,785
1,105
2,380
1,700
180
180
170
170
170
595

Type II
210
260
900
30
30
1,760
480
2,760
1,050
580
1,210
210
130
280
200
20
20
20
20
20
70

Type III
450
15
15
880
240
1,380
525
290
605
105
65
140
100
10
10
10
35

26
90
3
3
176
48
276
105
58
121
21
13
28
20
2
2
2
2
2
7

778

1,615

190

95

19

“
“
“

85
4,505
85

10
530
10

5
265
5

1
53
1

787

935

110

55

11

789
792
790
788

1,700
1,020
255
255

200
1120
30
30

100
60
15
15

20
121
3
3

149

680

80

40

8

150
151
152
153
154
155
160

255
680
170
85
170
85
85

30
80
20
10
20
10
10

15
40
10
5
10
5
5

3
8
2
1
2
1
1

748

21
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OBLITERATIONS AND THEIR ABSENCE (Part 6):
Final Words, with Special Reference to “The Slovakia Question”
by

Alan Soble

Left: A view of Nitra Castle in Nitra, née Nyitra, on a stamp of a Slovakia independent, for the second time – as
of January 1, 1993 – from the rest of Czechoslovakia. The first time was 1939-1945, during Slovakia’s alliance
with Nazi Germany. (It is arguable that the real “first time” of Slovakia’s independence from Czech territory
were the few centuries before 1918, during which Slovakia and the Czech lands existed in distinct political
regions of the Hapsburg Empire.) Right: The current flag of Slovakia, with white-blue-red stripes (top to
bottom) and a coat of arms composed of a white cross on three blue hills. The cross-on-three-hills motif (which
also occurs, for example, on the 1929-1937 set of stamps, Czechoslovakia ScCl 152-158; see Figure 170 and
note 98, below) is strikingly similar to a handful of Hungarian watermarks; see MP, pp. 45, 56, 65, and 77 (as
well as Slovakia watermark 263 in ScCl). Also, some Hungarian stamps depict a cross-on-three-hills. The
motif is an element of the Kossuth címer; see MP 1055-1058 (Hungary Sc07 836-839), a 1948 emission of the
Communist postal administration that commemorated the 1848 anti-Hapsburg revolution. The inset in the
Slovakian flag above is the Kossuth shield from the 1Ft MP 1055, on which the hills are coincidentally blue.

I. INTRODUCTION
In two long articles divided into five parts and published in this journal, 69 I studied three
topics: (1) late uses of Hungarian cancellers (“survivors”) in parts of Central-Eastern Europe that
were detached geographically and politically from the Kingdom of Hungary as a result of WW1 and
Trianonization (Romania, Slovakia, Fiume, and the SHS Kingdom, including Croatia)70; (2) in these
areas, the various obliterations of cancellers71 that are found during their transitional “nationalization
of the post” periods after the war; (3) “ideologically incongruous” postal items that accompanied the
continued use of Hungarian cancellers and the presence or absence of obliterated cancellers; and (4)
similar postal phenomena that occurred in the areas of the Austrian part of the Hapsburg Empire
(including Bosnia, Slovenia, Poland, and the Czech-German territories Bohemia, Moravia, and
Silesia). A central goal of this series of essays was to bring these various topics to the attention of
philatelists and postal historians of Hungary and the Successor States of the Empire. Another purpose
was to explain these phenomena other than by appealing to “chaos,” that is, post-war poverty,
lethargy, and disorganization. The explanations I have offered are extrapolations or interpretations of
the data and, I freely admit, are plagued by the methodological and analytic problems that apply to
any historical research that purports to be scientific.72
As I suggested in Part 1 and developed in detail in Part 4, the continued use, into 1920, of
Hungarian Crown of St. Stephen cancellers in Slovakia (even though indigenous cancellers were
already abundant in the Czech-German regions of the new country) and, especially, the relative
absence of obliterations of Hungarian cancellers in Slovakia (compared with the profusion of
obliterations of Austrian cancellers in the rest of the country and throughout Central and Eastern
Europe) are facts that present an especially difficult explanatory task. Further, it is also not easy to
explain the additional (and somewhat contradictory) fact that in the period between the two European
wars (ca. 1921-1938), post offices in Slovakia mostly eschewed the use of bilingual SlovakianHungarian cancellers, unlike post offices in Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, in which it was common
to use bilingual Czech-German cancellers that reversed the bilingual German-Czech pattern. These
issues constitute the bulk of “The Slovakia Question.”
In this final piece on obliterations, I elaborate and further illustrate several earlier central
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points that emerged in my studies, topics for which we can achieve at least a temporary closure. The
concluding section of this final installment addresses “The Slovakia Question.” This focus is not
meant to deny that “The Romania Question” – why did the use of Hungarian Crown of St. Stephen
cancellers persist in lost Romanian areas well into 1922? – is equally important and challenging.
I. A PRELIMINARY SHOWCASE
For the sake of those readers who do not desire to plough (or “plow”) through yet another
substantial essay on these topics, but who would appreciate examining some recently acquired items
of postal history that might well be the most exciting new material presented in this, the sixth part, I
have assembled three specimens and will immediately display them and discuss their historical
importance. Then I’ll proceed to the other business of this essay.
(A) One of the puzzles is understanding why newly-manufactured cancellers intended to be
used in Slovakian post offices infrequently included both the Slovakian and the Hungarian town
names, in contrast to widespread newly-manufactured Czech-German bilingual cancellers used
elsewhere in Czechoslovakia.73 We know that Slovakian-Hungarian cancellers existed, and
Slovakian-Hungarian cancels have been found on covers and stamps. But (and I speak from the
experience of intensely hunting for them)74 they are scarce in some noninflated, non-eBay sense of
“scarce.” Finding a Slovakian-Hungarian bilingual cancel is an occasion for self-satisfaction and
trumpets. In Part 4 of this series (Figure 104, p. 19), I displayed my (at the time) only example of a
bilingual Slovakian-Hungarian cancel, a wonderful cancel partially covering a Czechoslovakian
stamp franking a picture post card (reproduced here as Figure 136). About six months after that
serendipitous finding (you might recall: the eBay item description was wrong, much to my benefit
and merriment), I came across yet one more (!) example, now owned, which is shown in Figure 137.
That the Hungarian town name has to be inferred and is not visible in all its glory is assuredly a minor
defect of this new specimen, but there is no doubt that this is a genuine bilingual. For the record: I
have written to a few of the big Czechoslovakia sellers on eBay, asking for Slovakian-Hungarian
bilinguals on cover. “Nope,” is the sad reply. (I say more about their frequency at the end of section
IV.) I have also asked for Slovakian obliterations of the Crown of St. Stephen. “Nope,” again, so my
only examples are the ones shown in Figure 94 and Figure 95 of Part 4. Perhaps the best way to find
any of these unusual items is to slowly wade through large genuinely “unpicked” or “unsorted” lots of
Czechoslovakian stamps and covers. This is how I obtained most of my Hungarian Crown cancels on
the various Hradčany issues.75
Figure 136 (left). A green Czechoslovakia ScCl 168 (issued 1930)
franks an Easter post card (cropped) sent from Veľky Meder to
Levice (Léva), dated 6.IV.[19]33. In this bilingual cancel, the
Slovakian name is at the top, the Hungarian (Nagy Megyer) at the
bottom. Compare this cancel with the bilingual cancel in Figure
137. This cancel includes “ČSP” in the space above the bridge,
while in Figure 137 that space is empty.

Figure 137 (right). A pinkish-purple (“rose lake”)
Czechoslovakia ScCl 196 (issued 1934), cancelled
“Veľký Mager” on 30.VIII. [19]34. In MN, the name of
this Slovakian village is given as “Zlaté Klase (or Veľky
Mager),” without a diacritic on the “y.” According to
Wikipedia, the town is also called “Rastice.” (The
Google map for “Rastice” shows, instead, the name
“Zlaté Klase.”) The town, “Nagymagyar” or “Nagy
Magyar” in Hungarian (a thought-provoking name), is
about 30 km east of Bratislava/Pozsony.76 Even in
2001, Hungarian was the majority ethnicity in a village
of population 3,500.
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(B) While exposing and exploring “The Romania Question” in Part 3 of this essay, I
displayed a cover sent from Budapest, on [1]922 AUG 28, to Brassó, received 31 AUG, on which
Crown of St. Stephen cancels appear from both cities deeply into 1922. This cover came into
existence nearly four years after the end of the war (so appealing to “chaos” is farfetched), and Brassó
is a large city (so an “outlying village/boondocks” explanation fails). Further, post offices in Brassó
had already been supplied with indigenous Romanian cancellers (“Braşov”). To satisfy skeptics who
suppose that this 1922 Budapest-Brassó cover is a freak and can be safely discounted, I here display
(Figure 138) yet another specimen of a Romanian cover from a large town (Arad) that in 1922 bears
two Crown of St. Stephen cancels. We have another occasion for self-satisfaction and trumpets.
Figure 138. The back of a registered envelope sent
from Arad (in the Banat) northeast to Cluj (née
Kolozsvár, in the Erdély). The front side contains the
destination address and a black hand-stamped
“Arad” registration box in the same shape and design
as an etiquette label. On the back of the cover are
three Romanian stamps (a light red ScCl 257 [19201922], a violet-brown ScCl 266 [1920-1926], and a
green ScCl postal tax stamp RA13 [1921-1924]), all
cancelled by a Crown of St. Stephen canceller on 3
JAN [1]922 (the date format is Romanian, an
insignificant change). The Cluj receiving strike is
dated 5 JAN [1]922. To the right of the “3” in the
Crown cancel is a solid black vertical rectangle, a
mark occasionally seen on Hungarian cancels. The
point is that the departure date is not “31.”

(C) During the course of this series,
I showed these images: (1) femininelyobliterated Austrian cancels on the stamps of
Bosnia and Slovenia, from which a “K. und
K.” slogan or a German town name had
been removed (Part 3, Figure 64; Part 5,
Figure 120A); (2) damaged Crowns of St.
Stephen in the cancels of pre-Yugoslavia
Hungarian territories (Part 2, Figure 26; Part
5, Figure 113; Part 5, Figure 117); (3) a
hand-drawn (perhaps traced) illustration of a
cancel from the Slovakian town Rajec; the
cancel is a paradigm case of a Hungarian
survivor from which the Crown had been
totally and neatly (one could say
“professionally”) removed (Part 4, Note 57;
Part 5, Figure 127); and (4) a superlative
repetition of this paradigmatic “Rajec-style”
excision of the Crown of St. Stephen from
Hungarian cancellers, carried out not by a
successor state but in Communist Hungary, Figure 139. Front side of “Perfection,” sent from Sarajevo (in
ca. 1948-1951 (Part 5, Figures 128-132). In
Bosnia) on 22.XI.[19]20 to Čurug/Čuruk (Hungarian,
December 2010, a week or so before
“Csurog,” in Bács-Bodrog megye), and returned as
Christmas, I won at auction on eBay, for an undeliverable; franked (top/bottom) with a light gray-green
amazingly low $20, a parcel card that I Yugoslavia ScCl 3L53 and a reddish-brown Yugoslavia ScCl
3L50 (both issued in 1920 for use in Slovenia).
christened “Perfection,” which combines
these four features (Figure 139 and Figure
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140). The back side of the parcel card is a gem. It bears two obliterated cancels, side-by-side. One
is a “Rajec-style” or “Communist-Hungary-style” professionally-obliterated Crown of St. Stephen
excised from a Csurog (Voivodina) canceller; the other is a feminine obliteration of an AustrianBosnian cancel. This find provided an occasion for yet more self-satisfaction and a whole band of
trumpets.77
Figure 140. The back side
(cropped) of the parcel card
“Perfection.” The parcel arrived in
Csurog/Čurug on [1]920 NOV 24
(the original Hungarian date format
remains), two days after it was sent;
a month later, on 24.XII.[19]20, it
arrived back in Sarajevo. Side-byside are two obliterated cancels. On
the left is a Hungarian cancel from
which the Crown of St. Stephen has
been completely and neatly excised;
on the right is an Austrian-Bosnian
“Sarajevo” cancel from which a
“K. und K.” slogan has been
entirely removed.78

II. ISSUES ABOUT THE DATA
It occurred to me, as I was searching for feminine and masculine obliterations of Austrian and
Hungarian cancels, that it would not be difficult to doctor cancelled stamps to produce fake or forged
obliterations. To make a fraudulent feminine obliteration of the Crown of St. Stephen, one need only
scratch some ink from a cancel, and to make a fraudulent masculine obliteration, one need only apply
black ink over the Crown.79 Although it is questionable whether anyone would have a motive to
create forgeries (except for the amusement of tricking me), many stamps, overprints, and cancels have
been faked throughout the history of philately.80 It is wise to be cautious. (A seller of Bosnia stamps
warned me that many beautiful full-town cancels are only favor cancels, even though they appear to
be, and are sold as, genuinely postally applied.) Of course, obliterations on envelopes, post cards, and
parcel cards are more reliable than those on single stamps. Beyond the possibility of fraudulent
items, cancels that appear to be the children of obliterated cancellers are not obliterations. Cancels
that seem to be feminine obliterations contain large empty spaces that are, after all, not the result of
an excision, and cancels that might seem to be masculine obliterations because details are obfuscated
by patches of ink are not the result of deliberate manipulation. Not every weirdly-inked cancel is an
occasion for smug self-congratulation and tinny trumpet noises. Accidents do happen in a mailstream
of millions of letters and post cards, and unusual cancels abound for a wide variety of innocuous
reasons. A few illustrations will sufficiently make the point. I’ve assembled these images, Figures
141A through 141D, as a quiz. The answers are given in Note 81.

Figure 141A. Empty war-time cancels from two
different ink-deprived countries. (If only I had a
forint for every letter received from Bóly or
Budapest with an underinked, unreadable cancel.)
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Figure 141B. Good guess but no, these are not
Finnish. Is it a “6” or a “9”?
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Figure 141C. Two letters, both “O,”
within a longer town name cancel,
probably either “Brooklyn” or
“Hollywood,” but it’s hard to tell.

Figure 141D. A fancy postmaster’s cork cancel, or
a postmaster’s fancy cork cancel, it’s hard to tell,
but it doesn’t much matter. The stamps are ruined,
uncollectible except as space-fillers.

Let us return, soberly, to the cancels of the Successors States of the Hapsburg Empire.
Figure 142 shows a post-war Austrian-Bosnian cancel. The fact that the entire cancel is visible and
occurs on a parcel (or money) card makes it almost certain that this cancel is a real feminine
obliteration. Figure 143 shows an Austrian-S.H.S. cancel; the fact that we can see most of the cancel
gives us good reason to think that this cancel is a genuine feminine obliteration. Figure 144 shows a
cancel from a formerly Austrian-Italian area of the Empire. (Hapsburgian Italy is yet another
geopolitical area to add to the list, which already includes Bosnia, Slovenia, and so forth.) Again, it is
the fact that almost 100% of the cancel is present that justifies the claim that this stamp bears a
genuine feminine obliteration. We are not being tricked by a forger who has stolen and then damaged
a canceller or by a forger who has scraped off parts of a cancel while miraculously leaving the
printing on the underlying cover or stamp untouched by his tool. Nor are the large empty spaces
found on these three items likely the result of an accident that occurred during the postmarking stage
of the mail processing process. We need not worry about being deceived by an M. C. Escherian or a
V. Vasarelyian trompe d’œil.

Figure 142. An Austrian-Bosnian card franked with an
S.H.S. stamp, a dull gray-green Yugoslavia ScCl 1L38
(overprint issued 1919 on an Austrian-Bosnian stamp).
The small black smudges in the empty space might indicate
that not all of the “K. und K.” slogan was excised. The
cancel reads “Maglaj,” 5.IX.[19]19.
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Figure 143. A light brown Yugoslavia ScCl 3L5
(issued in 1919 for Slovenia), cancelled in a worse
than indecipherable town on [day?].V.[19]20. Too
much of the upper arc of the cancel, where the
German town name should be, is empty for this
cancel to be something other than a feminine
obliteration.
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Figure 144. This red-violet overprinted stamp, Austria ScCl N46 (1918), is
included in Scott under “Occupation stamps issued under Italian
occupation in Trentino.” The German-language town name “Trient” is
missing from the empty upper arc of the cancel, which is dated
10.XII.[19]18. Scott values the MNH stamp at around $3000, the MH at
$2000, and a used copy at $1000. This cancel might bring a premium. I do
not own this beauty (obliterated Austro-Italian cancels are scarce). I found
this image on eBay.

These cancels are, obviously, feminine obliterations, but for many other cancels, which prima
facie deserve the same appellation, the evidence is either weak that they are obliterations or strong
that they are not obliterations. We know that post-WW1 Polish stamps exhibit both feminine and
masculine obliterations on cancels struck by modified Austrian survivors (Part 4, note 52; see below,
section III), yet the stamp on the right in Figure 145, while suggestive, does not clearly bear a
feminine obliteration. We also know that S.H.S. stamps exhibit feminine (and, much less often,
masculine) obliterations. But the empty space in the cancel on the first adhesive emission issued for
the whole Kingdom (Figure 146) may or may not be a feminine obliteration. The size of the empty
space in the arc over a bridge that seems to contain the number “12” or “13” or “18” or “19” is
suggestive, but not conclusive. The enormous empty space produced by a newly-manufactured
indigenous “Braşov” canceller is not the result of an obliteration (Figure 147, left). Why this
nothingness exists (only a philosopher could write that phrase in all seriousness) is mysterious, but it
is not a feature of the cancel caused by Romanian postal workers who excised “Brassó” or an
obnoxious Magyar symbol from the bottom arc. About the other Romanian cancel (Figure 147,
right), however, one might ponder, with good reason, what the Communist regime had in mind by
embedding the tiny name “Cluj” within a huge emptiness. There is no sure way of passing judgment
on the long empty arc on the Czechoslovakian semi-postal, an overprinted-Hungarian stamp, in
Figure 148; the veracity of the overprint and the veracity of the cancel are equally in question, even if
the cancel seems to be on top of the overprint. The cancel on the cropped Austrian-Czech post card
in Figure 149 (left) certainly looks obliterated, as if one town name has been excised from the bottom
arc (see Part 4, Figures 86-88, for similar Czech-German cancels made monolingual by the excision
of a town name, leaving a large empty space). But three hints easily convince us that this emptyspaced cancel is not an obliteration: (1) on most Czech-German obliterations, cancels are empty on
the right side or the top side, not the bottom side (by itself not decisive); (2) the post card is dated
1883, which is well before the appearance of post-WW1 obliterated cancels; and (3), most obvious,
the town name in the cancel is German, while monolingual Czech obliterations contain only the
Czech town name. Why the Czech “Litovel” (in Moravia) is missing from the bottom of the cancel
is, however, a minor mystery: 1883 is well into the post-1867 era of bilingual Hapsburgian cancels,
and space seems to have been left (or was available) for the Czech name. Maybe the town was too
small to warrant canceller precision, or maybe it was overwhelmingly ethnically German. Yet, in
1920 we find (Figure 149, right) a Czech monolingual cancel on which “Litovel” remains and
“Littau” has been excised. The empty spaces in the cancel on the Yugoslavian parcel card in Figure
150 are not the result of obliteration but of a combination of underinking and a short town name,
“Celje,” which appears faintly in Cyrillic and Roman characters. In Figure 151, the cancel on the left
is obliterated or underinked, while the cancel on the right is most likely obliterated.
Figure 145. The cancels on these two Polish stamps appear to be
feminine obliterations. The one on the left is probably an
obliteration, but it is not certain that some content of a canceller was
excised to yield the empty space in the right cancel. Left: An
orange-brown Poland ScCl 127 (1919). Right: A red Poland ScCl
146 (1920-1922).
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Figure 146. A red Yugoslavia ScCl 3 perhaps
bearing a feminine obliteration of an Austrian
cancel. Being issued in 1921 doesn’t mean the
stamp was immune to bearing an obliteration.
See Part 2, Figure 33; Part 5, Figure 117; and
the post card on my desk, recently received,
cancelled “Ruma” by a Crown, dated [1]921
JAN 4 in Hungarian format, and franked with
two early S.H.S. stamps.

Figure 147. Left: A green/light green (vignette) Hungary
Kolozsvár Romanian occupation overprint, ScCl 5N12,
MP 29 (1919), cancelled “Braşov” on [?] AUG [1]919.
Right: A red Communist-Romania Sc84 731 (1951),
cancelled “Cluj” on 25 OCT 51. The flaw in the
emptiness is a star at the bottom, obscured by the
handwriting.

Figure 148. A Czechoslovakian semi-postal, ScCl B88 (1919),
produced by overprinting a violet/light blue (vignette) Hungary ScCl
124, MP 230 (1916-1918). This item is pricey enough (ca. $40) to be
worth forging.

Figure 149. Left: A German
“Littau” cancel on an Austrian
post card (cropped) issued for use
in Czechoslovakia
(“Korešpondenční lístek”),
cancelled August 11 (“1883” is in
the arriving cancel). Right: A
“Litovel” monolingual Czech
cancel from which “Littau” has
been excised. The stamp is a
yellow Czechoslovakia ScCl 32
(1919).

Figure 150. A corner of a Yugoslavian parcel
card, cancelled “Celje/ЦeЉe” on 6.IV.28,
franked with a dull brown Yugoslavia ScCl 48
(1926-1927) and two copies of orange
Yugoslavia ScCl 37 (1924).
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Figure 151. Two Czechoslovakia stamps overprinted with
“SO 1920” for use in Czech-Polish disputed Silesia. Left: A
yellow with red overprint Eastern Silesia ScCl 7. Right: An
orange with black overprint Eastern Silesia ScCl 11,
cancelled “Frýdek” in 1920.
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Similar problems occur in deciphering apparent defacements of the Crown of St. Stephen,
which also result in the empty spaces of feminine obliterations. Not every excised Crown cancel has
the neat empty appearance of the “Rajec-style” cancel, or the Csurog cancel of “Perfection,” or the
effective excisions of the Crown carried out in 1948-1951 by the Communist Hungary postal
administration. Comparing these clear-cut cases with the other less obvious or tenuous feminine
obliterations of the Crown that have been displayed in this series of essays (e.g., Part 2, Figures 26-29
[Fiume]; Part 4, Figure 95 [Slovakia/Verbó]) will show you why care is needed to distinguish
between a merely underinked cancel, a cancel applied by an accidentally dropped or a worn-out
canceller, and a deliberate obliteration.
Not only is it sometimes difficult to decide whether an empty space signifies a feminine
obliteration, but the covering-over of regions of a cancel do not, obviously, always mean that the
canceller has been masculinely obliterated. The unreadable cancel in Figure 141D is certainly the
result of overinking, whether the cancelling was rushed and sloppy or accidental and blameless.
Maybe it was a “take your child to work” day and one adorable progeny was permitted to hand cancel
a pile of registered packages. The cancel shown in Figure 152 (positive image on the left, negative
image on the right) clearly bears a masculine obliteration. The question is whether the obliteration is
genuine or a fraud. In my view, the straight line that is “seen” across the entire cancel indicates that
the obliteration is genuine. I do not think that the space between the stamp and an ink blob applied
later by a human hand could have been lined up so exactly with the rest of the cancel. (The human
mind supplies some sections of the straight line not literally seen by the eye.) The Czechoslovakia
stamp on the left in Figure 153 obviously displays a masculine obliteration; the stamp on the right
does not. In this case, we are not able to distinguish either an obliteration from an overinking or a
successful obliteration from an incomplete obliteration. The stamp on the right at least has the virtue
of provoking us to ask whether obliterations of either kind occur on stamps other than, and sometimes
after, the Hradčany series. The answer of course is “yes.” Obliterated cancels from all regions of
Czechoslovakia occur into the 1920s, but both German-Czech cancels that have been obliterated and
surviving Crown of St. Stephen cancels are much less frequent on Scott designs A4-A8 and early
Czechoslovakian semi-postals, designs SP1-SP2. One off-cover example (a portrait of President
Tomáš Masaryk) is shown in Figure 154, and an on-cover (cropped post card) example is shown in
Figure 155.82
Figure 152. A light green Czechoslovakia ScCl 2 (1918)
cancelled “Lužice” (Moravia) on 12.IV.[191]9. On the
canceller, the German exonym “Luschitz” has been obliterated
by being filled in (the beginning “L” and the ending “Z” are
still visible). Images, left to right: positive grayscale and
negative grayscale.

Figure 153. Left: A blue Czechoslovakia ScCl 16 (19181919), cancelled “Jedovnice” (in Moravia; the
obliterated German exonym is “Jedownitz”). Right: A
green Czechoslovakia ScCl 80 (1920).

Figure 154 (right). A dull brown Czechoslovakia ScCl 63 (1920)
cancelled “Nové Město Mor.” on 25.VIII.20. The space made empty
by excision (from 4:00 to 10:00) is easier seen than the town name
and date.
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Figure 155. A 15-haléřů red Hradčany indicium post
card uprated with a blue Czechoslovakia ScCl 65,
cancelled “Křižanov,” June 1, 1920. The German town
name “Krizanau” has been excised from the bottom of
the cancel.

The finding that most obliterated German-Czech cancels and most surviving Crown of St.
Stephen cancels (even the scarce obliterated Crowns) occur on the Hradčany issue should not surprise
us. Neither is it an occasion for handwringing. Obliterated and surviving cancellers did almost all
their work in the first two years of the existence of the new country. (My latest-dated surviving
Hungarian Crown bears a June 1920 cancel. See Figure 156.) During that time the predominant
stamps available for postal use were the various versions of the Castle. Coming across these cancels
on other or later stamps is a pleasant way to complete a suitably-defined collection or exhibit. Their
existence and quantity is not, as far as I can tell now, a significant postal history question – unless we
were discussing Romania, where survivors were used into 1922.

Figure 156. A purple Czechoslovakia ScCl 30 (1919), cancelled
“Vilke,” [1]920 JUN 1[?].

III. POLAND
The postal history of Poland is engagingly complex. By the time of the era of the postage
stamp, Poland had already been partitioned among Hapsburg Austria (Galizien/Galicia), Prussia (and
eventually Germany), and Russia (the Romanovs). As a result, in the early part of the 20th Century,
before the first World War, we find stamps and covers that were handled by three different postal
administrations – three different sets of stamps, and cancel town names in three languages: German,
Russian, and Polish. Right after WW1, the postal service of a reconstituted Poland made use of
overprinted stamps (see Part 1, Figure 1; Part 4, note 52). Perhaps the first indigenous Polish
adhesive is Scott design A9, issued February 25, 1919 (ScCl 61-71). The good news is that postWW1 postal history of Poland is similar to the Czech part of Czechoslovakian postal history (see Part
4, Section V-3). The frustrating news is that the postal history of Poland is complicated by the facts
that (1) in the southeast, Poland was intertwined with the geography, politics, ethnicities, and postal
history of the Ukraine, parts of which were possessed at various times by Hapsburg Austria, Russia,
the USSR, the Kingdom of Hungary, Hungary, Romania, and Czechoslovakia, and (2) in the
southwest, Poland was similarly intertwined with the regions that are called “Upper Silesia”
(Germany) and “Eastern Silesia” (Czechoslovakia), as well as Árva and Szepes in Hungary/Slovakia.
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Examining, at least briefly, post-WW1 Polish postal history is important for solidifying the
claim that Slovakian postal history is puzzling. There were feminine obliterations throughout the
Successor States, but it didn’t occur (except rarely; see Part 4, Figure 95) in Slovakia – even though,
especially, it was occurring in the Czech parts of the new country (1918-1920). Were the Slovaks
unobservant or unimaginative? In this respect, the Poles did a better job. Before the war, cancels in
the various political regions of Poland look like cancels in the three predecessor states: Bohemia,
Moravia, Austrian Silesia. In Figure 157, a monolingual “Krakau” (Kraków) German-language
cancel appears on an Austrian stamp, and a monolingual “ЛОДЗь” (Łódź) Russian-language cancel
postmarks two on-cover Russian stamps. In Figure 158, there are two more Russian-language
monolingual cancels, this time from “Варшава” (Varshava [transliteration of Cyrillic into Latin
letters]; Warszawa [Polish]; Warsaw [English]). A cancel from the same city but later during the war
is shown in Figure 159; here the language is German (“Warschau”) and the stamp is a German
occupation issue. Figure 160 shows two German-Polish bilingual cancels (from Krakau/Krakow and
Lemberg/Lwów [English: Lvov]) on two Austrian Correspondenz-Karten inscribed also with a
Polish-language header.
Figure 157. Left: A brown
Austria ScCl 4 (the 1850 or
1854 issue), cancelled
“Krakau.” Right: two copies
of blue Russia (probably)
ScCl 60 (1904), cancelled
“ЛОДЗь” (Łódź), 1.2.[19]08.

Figure 158. Left: A pair of blue Russia (probably) ScCl 60 (1904) and a green and purple-brown Russia
(probably) ScCl 66 (1905), cancelled “ВАРШАВА” (Warsaw), 21.VI.[19]05. Right: A hole-punched green
Kremlin, Russia ScCl 101 (1913), cancelled in Warsaw on 11[?].5.[19]14.

Figure 159. A block of brown
Poland (issued under German
Occupation) ScCl N1 (1915)
cancelled “Warschau,”
10.7.15.
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Figure 160. Left: An Austrian post card made for use in
Poland/Galicia, cancelled bilingually with the German “Krakau
Bahnhof” at the top and the Polish “Krakow Dworzeg” (Cracow train
station) at the bottom, 14/2/[18]74. Right: Another Austrian post card
made for use in Poland, cancelled bilingually with “Lemberg” at the
top and “Lwów” at the bottom, 15/5/[18]93.
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So much for “Stage 1” in pre-war Polish postal history. Stage 2, the post-war obliteration
period, can also be easily (that is, in contrast to Slovakia) illustrated. Figure 161 shows feminine
obliterations on a newly-made indigenous Polish stamp and on a post card. On one cancel we can see
only the portion of the arc emptied of a town name by excision. The other cancel is complete; it
includes a solitary endonymic Polish town name. Figure 162 shows three early on-cover Polish
stamps bearing a cancel containing the short name “Lwów” and an extremely long emptiness. There
is one more example in Figure 163, which is remarkable not only for its large empty space but also
(and more so) for its date: 1926. I have never come across any other obliteration, in any Austrian
Successor State, dated so many years after the war.
Figure 161. Left: A light gray-violet
Poland ScCl 103 (1919) cancelled with
a long empty arc. Right: a post card,
cropped, bearing an obvious feminine
obliteration, cancelled 12.XII.[19]21;
the remaining Polish town name is
“Piotrków.”

Figure 162. Three early Polish stamps on cover
bearing two radically emptied feminine obliterations.
Left to right: An orange Poland ScCl 124 (1919), a
light brown ScCl 125 (1919), and a blue ScCl 126
(1919).

Figure 163. Three Polish stamps on a cropped post
card, bearing three “Kraków” feminine obliterations,
cancelled 29.VII.[19]26. Left to right: a blue Poland
ScCl 229 (1925), a green ScCl 230 (1925), and a red
ScCl 241 (1926). The entire card bears five stamps, an
indicium, and five feminine obliteration cancels. It was
sent to New York, where it was marked with a receiving
strike (August 18, 1926). The card is, sadly, in bad
shape.

Masculine obliterations as well can be
found on Polish postal material. One of these
has already and recently been displayed in The
News
(“Cieszyn”).83
Two
masculine
obliterations are shown in Figure 164. The
overprinted post card is reminiscent of
Romanian- and Croatian-overprinted Hungarian
tábori post cards (see Part 1, Figure 9; Part 2,
Figure 36),84 and the added Polish Eagle
indicium is similar to the overprint applied to
Austrian stamps by Poland in late 1918 (see Part
1, Figure 1, the second stamp from the left; and
Figure 164. A post-war Polish post card, produced by
Figure 164, the inset). I have never seen a
overprinting (in red) an Austrian Feldpostkarte. Inset: a Hungarian post card overprinted after the war
magenta Poland ScCl 28 (December 5, 1918) on which for use in Slovakia (or elsewhere in the new
the countenance of Zita (on Austria ScCl MB2; July 20,
country), and none are shown in Filep’s exhibit
1918) is obliterated by the Polish Eagle.
of 1919 mixed frankings in Slovakia.
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Here is yet another difference between the post-war postal histories of Slovakia and the
Czech territories, for although, apparently, no Hungarian post cards were overprinted, Austrian post
cards surely were.85 The inset image in Figure 164 is an Austrian stamp on which an obliterating
Polish Eagle has been overprinted. Soon afterwards, of course, the “nationalization of the post” in
Poland was attained (Figure 165).
Figure 165. Postal normality comes to 20th-century Poland.
Left: an orange Poland ScCl 169A (1923) cancelled “Poznań,”
6.11.23. Right: a brown Poland ScCl 215 (1924) cancelled
“Wilno,” 25.VI.26. “Wilno” is the Polish name for Vilnius, the
capital of Lithuania, which was within Polish territory 19221938.

IV. THE SLOVAKIA QUESTION
The set of questions I have identified as comprising “The Slovakia Question” do admit of
explanatory unification. That is, there is one general answer that will make comprehensible (1) the
continued use, halfway into 1920, of Hungarian Crown of St. Stephen and other Hungarian cancellers
in Slovakia, while indigenous cancellers were already abundant in the other regions of the country;
(2) the comparative absence of the obliteration of Hungarian cancellers in Slovakia, in contrast to the
profusion of feminine and masculine obliterations of Austrian cancellers in the rest of the country; (3)
the relative absence of bilingual Slovak-Hungarian cancellers, while in the other parts the use of
bilingual Czech-German cancellers was common; and (4) the failure to use overprinted, obliterated,
or modified Hungarian post cards in Slovakia, while the rest of the new country used modified
Austrian post cards with defaced indicia. At the same time, there were (superficial) commonalities.
First, the on-hand stock of Austrian and Hungarian stamps was put to use as provisionals starting
October 28, 1918 (perhaps a month before the first Hradčany stamps were available), the official date
of the birth of the new country, and they were valid for postage until February 28, 1919. Nonetheless,
although some (not many) Austrian stamps were used in Slovakia, no Hungarian stamps are “known”
to have been used in Bohemia, Moravia, or Silesia. Similarly, left-over Austrian and Hungarian post
cards were both valid throughout the new country, but no Hungarian post cards seem to have been
used in the Czech lands.86 Further, the Austrian stamps from the Czech lands and Hungarian stamps
from Slovakia were eventually overprinted and were offered, early in 1919, as the first 123 [!] semipostals of the new country’s postal administration. These overprinted stamps were not a serious
emission. They came after indigenous Hradčany stamps had already been printed and released and
were hardly used to the extent to which the newly-made stamps were.87
After the war, Slovakia had just as much reason (and the same reasons) to go through the
stages of Czech postal history as the Czechs did, first the feminine or masculine obliteration of the
exonym and then reconciliatory bilinguals. Neither stage existed to any significant extent in
Slovakia. Given the myriad differences mentioned between Czech and Slovak postal history after the
war, it is hard to resist concluding that the new country – whose diverse ethnic and political pieces
were artificially soldered together by forces beyond their control – had two separate and distinct
postal services, in much the same way (consider all the aspects of this apt analogy) that, within the
Hapsburg Empire after the “cusp” year of 1867, Austria and the Kingdom of Hungary had their own
separate and distinct postal administrations. The patterns of the distribution of obliterations,
bilinguals, post cards, and stamps point to a division between the Czech west and Slovakian east that
was made only superficially less visible, and not erased, by their contrived political union. Within the
autonomous governing space made possible by the suddenly-achieved independence from Hungary,
an autonomy (or a feeling and self-image of autonomy) engendered and nurtured by Czech-Slovak
immiscibility, Slovakia carved out its own particular (admittedly, peculiar) pedestrian path toward its
own vision of “postal nationalization.” The implication is that the differences between the postal
history of Slovakia and other Austrian and Hungarian successor states were the result of (at least in
part) Slovakian antipathy toward the Czechs and even unhappiness with the plan of a joint nation,
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which made it opportunistically strategic and beneficial for Slovakia to maintain, temporarily, its
deep-seated ties with Hungary. Deliberately continuing to use Hungarian cancellers,88 abstaining
from eradicating the Crown of St. Stephen, were ways of symbolically remaining independent of
Czech lands by magnifying the cultural and historical differences between the East and the West.
Thus it makes sense to interpret the continued use of Hungarian survivors, complete with Crown, and
the use of nonoverprinted post cards, as a way of thumbing a Slovakian nose at the Czechs. 89 The
intertwined history, in all its aspects – economic, political, ethnic – of the Slovaks and the Magyars in
the “Upper” territories did not pass away into oblivion along with the fate of the post-war Kingdom
Hungary. Only after things had settled down, post-Trianon, did Slovakia feel secure enough to
abandon its Crown of St. Stephen cancellers, which culminated its split from Hungary. And
Slovakia, feeling the oats of its impertinent autonomy, in yet another way deliberately announced it
would take a different (and its own) route from the Czechs, by eschewing the widespread use of
bilingual cancellers. You, our supposed and politically-correct Czech brothers and sisters, can, if you
wish, carry your German past into the future. We, however, will carry neither the Hungarian nor the
Czech into our future. The irony, of course, is that when push came to shove in the late 1930s, on the
brink of the Second World War, Slovakia cast its lot with Hitler, gave up some of its population and
land to its southern neighbor Hungary, ended up on the German-Hungarian side of the war, and (was
this the ultimate prize?) utterly divorced itself from an already vanquished, truncated, and weakened
Bohemia and Moravia. Slovakia finally achieved what it had earlier desired and what it (thought it)
had earlier deserved, at the end of WW1, independence in its own right, without any strings, free from
both Hungary and the Czechs. To achieve this goal Slovakia put itself in the unenviable position of
Doctor Faustus, selling its soul to Hitler, the seductively bargaining Satan.
Slovakia eventually proved itself, during its first (or second) period of independence from
Bohemia and Moravia, not to be constitutionally or aesthetically adverse to the obliteration of
cancellers. It might have been noticed that Czechoslovakian cancels often included the country
identifier “ČSP,” about which something had to be done as long as these “surviving” cancellers were
being used in Slovakia. In some cases the entire country identifier “ČSP” was excised; in other cases
only the “Č” was removed. The latter cancels are easily recognized; the missing letter grabs one’s
attention immediately. The former are more difficult to recognize, despite the fact that three letters,
not one, have been excised. Look, first, at the easily recognizable obliterations. Figure 166 shows an
indigenous Slovakian WW2 stamp depicting the recently deceased Catholic politician (sometimes
called the “clerical fascist”) Andrej Hlinka. The “S” in the acronym “ČSP” is at the center of the
cancel’s lower arc and the “Č” is missing. In Figure 167, a cancelled Hlinka-indicium post card also
exhibits the “S” at the center and the absence of “Č.” Another example of the excised “Č,” with an
additional alteration in the cancel, is shown in Figure 168. This card is a Slovakian “field post” card,
box-handstamped twice in pale black ink with the Slovakian language “Poľná Pošta,” while the CDS
cancel exhibits two obliterations: not only has the “ČSP” been reduced by excision to “SP,” but also
the Czech “Polní Pošta” has been partially obliterated to yield a neutral (or de-Czeched) “Pol Pošta.”
By contrast, the post card in Figure 169 exhibits the unadulterated Czech “Polní” (“field”), which
appears twice, once in the CDS and once in the handstamp.90 Notice, and keep in mind, the total
absence of the country identifier “ČSP.”
Figure 166 (left). A
carmine Slovakia ScCl 31
(1939). In the cancel,
“Č” is missing from
“ČSP.
Figure 167 (right). The cropped
upper-right corner of a Slovakian
post card, cancelled “Staškov”
(Szaniszlófalva) on 12.XI.42; the
“Č” is missing from “ČSP” in the
cancel; the handstamp, dated 1943
(why? I don’t know), is
aquamarine.
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Figure 168. The cropped upper-right corner of a
Slovakian field post card, cancelled with the deCzeched “Pol Pošta” on 12.XII.41; also, the “Č” is
missing from “ČSP” in the same cancel.

Figure 169. The cropped upper-right corner of a
Czechoslovakian field post card, cancelled with the
full Czech “Polní Pošta” on 16.XI.19. The red
handstamp also includes “polní[ho].” There is no
country identifier “ČSP” at all, an observation that
will be mentioned below.

The other way the Slovakian postal service modified Czechoslovakian cancellers was to
eliminate “ČSP” entirely. The important clue in this case is the number of stars or small crosses in
the bottom-half arc of monolingual cancels. Between the wars, many Czechoslovakian cancels
included three stars: one at 3:00 or 4:00, the middle star at exactly 6:00, and the third at 8:00 or 9:00.
Whether the outermost stars were at 3:00 or 4:00 (correspondingly, 9:00 or 8:00) depended in part on
the length of the town name, which was situated within the top arc of the cancel. The country
identifier “ČSP” would have been located in the small half-curved space below the town name and
above the equatorial bridge and date (where, for example, the Crown can be found in Hungarian
cancels). But, as far as I can tell (my generalizations about Czechoslovakian cancels, here and
elsewhere, are based solely on personal observation, not on authoritative monographs or handbooks),
this particular combination – monolingual, three stars at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock, and “ČSP” right above
the bridge and below the town name – did not exist. If it did exist, and if that “ČSP” were excised by
Slovakian postal workers, we might never know about these feminine obliterations by inspecting
cancelled stamps, because between the wars, apparently, plenty of Czechoslovakian cancels omit
“ČSP” both from the lower arc and from the area just above the bridge. The point is that on
monolingual cancels that included the country identifier, the “ČSP” plopped itself down in the bottom
arc from 5:00 to 7:00, surrounded by a star on each end and knocking out the center star. This fact
gives us a reliable method to recognize the obliteration of “ČSP” from Slovakian cancellers: a cancel
on a Slovakian stamp “contains” an obliteration of “ČSP” if it includes two stars, one at each end of
the bottom arc (which is otherwise empty, having been “emptied”). It is not an obliteration if that arc
contains three stars, one of which is in the 6 o’clock location.
Figure 170. The cropped upper-right corner of an uprated
Czechoslovakian post card, cancelled “Nitra” (Nyitra) on
17.III.[19]31. The green 50- haléřů indicium and the deep
purple 30-haléřů Czechoslovakia ScCl 156 (1929) have
nearly the same design (which is the Czechoslovakian Coat of
Arms, says Scott). This cancel has three stars in the lower
arc and no “ČSP,” even though there is plenty of room for it
above the horizontal date.

The main varieties of between-the-wars Czechoslovakian cancel are shown in the next four
figures. The cancel in Figure 170 has three stars in the lower arc and lacks “ČSP”; an empty space is
left under the town name and above the bridge. The Czech-German bilingual cancel in Figure 172
has that empty space, too, and there is no “ČSP” in the bottom arc, which the postal maître d’poste
has reserved for the German exonym and two stars. Figure 172 shows another Czech-German
bilingual cancel; in this case the identifier “ČSP” has been inserted into the space below the town
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name. Displayed in Figure 173 is the only type of cancel in this group that lent itself to being
obliterated, either by removing its “ČSP” entirely, leaving only two stars in the bottom half, or by
removing the “Č” alone, leaving “SP” and two stars. Finally, in Figure 174 is a two-starred cancel
from which the entire “ČSP” has been excised. (Removing one star from a cancel containing three
stars, like the cancel in Figure 170, would produce the appearance of a Figure 174 obliteration.
Consult note 79. I doubt that professional expertizers would be fooled.)
Figure 171 (left). Two dark strikes
of a bilingual Chomutov/Komotau
canceller, with a large empty space
(which could have, but doesn’t,
include “ČSP”), dated 22.I.[19]31.
The sliced stamp is a brown
Czechoslovakia ScCl C15 (1930);
the other two are a blue C16 and a
green 168 (1930).

Figure 173 (left). A red
Czechoslovakia ScCl 176 (1930),
cancelled on 27.V.[19]30. My
guess is that the town name is
“Tisovec” (“Tiszolcz,” if it is the
“Tisovec” in Slovakia). The
“ČSP,” occupying the bottom arc,
is ready to be trimmed to “SP” or
excised altogether.

Figure 172 (above). A yellow-green
Czechoslovakia ScCl 43 (1919-20),
cancelled bilingually in Most/Brüx on
28.V.[19]20. “ČSP” is squeezed into the
space under the Czech town name.

Figure 174 (right). A dull red Slovakia
Sc84 58 (1941), cancelled “Starý
Smokovec,” 20.VII.[19]43. The presence of
(only) two stars separated by an emptiness
at the bottom of the arc is the sign that
“ČSP” has been excised.

Even as we acknowledge that during 1939 the Slovakian Post defaced Czechoslovakian
cancellers to eliminate the “Č” or the logo “ČSP,” we should note that between the two wars
cancellers used in all parts of Czechoslovakia often did not include “ČSP,” so that not many
cancellers, including those employed in Bratislava, had to be modified. The absence of “ČSP” on
many Czechoslovakian cancels – even those of Prague (see the two cancels in Figure 175) – may not
be accurately characterized as an obliteration phenomenon, but the gaping holes on some
Czechoslovakian cancels, some of which are due to the absence of “ČSP” (while others are due to the
absence of a bottom-arc town name exonym in what could have been a bilingual cancel), are
astonishing enough to generate curiosity. After all, even though “ČSP” is not as magnificent as the
Crown of St. Stephen, Czechoslovakian cancels without the country identifier “ČSP” are bland. Why
“ČSP” was omitted from Czechoslovakian cancels is an interesting question, but for our purposes the
significant issue is why all the excess empty space in Czechoslovakian cancels was not devoted, in
the East, to filling out Slovakian-Hungarian bilinguals. The two images in Figure 176 demonstrate
that moving “ČSP” from the bottom arc to the empty area below the town name would have freed up
plenty of space for the Hungarian exonym, thereby producing an appropriate bilingual cancel.91
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Figure 175. Two “Praha” cancels with large empty spaces below the town name. In the cancel on the left, the
bottom arc contains three stars; the other cancel includes “ČSP” and two stars. Left: Two attached copies of
green Czechoslovakia ScCl C10 (1930) and a green ScCl C12, cancelled 14.V.[19]38. Right: an orange
Czechoslovakia ScCl 84 (1920) and a purple ScCl 70 (1920), cancelled 2.III.22.

Figure 176. A comparison of these two cancels suggests that anyone with the power to do so, and who wanted
to do so (a local postmaster or an official in Bratislava?), could have made the “Parkan” cancel bilingual by
moving the “ČSP” to the space under the town name and inserting “Párkány” in the bottom arc. Left: A green
Czechoslovakia ScCl 168 (1930), cancelled with the Czech-German bilingual Kunžvart/Kuschwarda on
10.V.[19]34. Right: a Czechoslovakian post card with a Masaryk indicium, cancelled 19.IX.[19]31. The name
of Parkan is now “Štúrovo.”

This observation, that empty spaces could have been filled in with Hungarian exonyms,
returns us to the question: Why are there so few Slovak-Hungarian bilingual cancels? László Filep
has assembled a list of Slovakian post offices that were equipped with, at one time or another between
the two wars, bilingual Slovakian-Hungarian cancellers. Filep does not attempt to ascertain how
frequently we might expect to find these bilingual cancels. We can roughly calculate, however, the
percent of all Slovakian towns that had bilingual cancellers. The percent would be 100 x F/N, where
F is the number of towns on Filep’s list, 40,92 and N is the number of Slovakian towns with post
offices. For N we can propose a range, from a low through a medium to a high estimate, which will
give us three percents, the lowest limit, the highest limit, and a percent between the two that is likely
the most accurate. According to a census of 1919-1920 Slovakian post offices published by the
Society for Czechoslovak Philately, N = roughly 900.93 That, I will assume, is the low limit. The
upper limit is provided by MN, which contains a list of roughly 4,000 towns.94 Not all these town
had post offices – which is why I take this N to be the highest, obviously inaccurate, limit. On the
basis of these two values of N, the percent range is 1%–4.4%. In response to my inquiry, the editor of
The News, Csaba Kohalmi, carried out his own calculation, which I take to be the middle of the road
estimate: N = 1,500.95 This N yields a figure of 2.7%. I realize that what I am about to say is
anecdotal and unscientific, but my experience of examining, sorting, and wading through heaps of
Czechoslovakian stamps, hunting for several types of choice item at once, is that it is not true that
even 1%, or one in a hundred, of the cancelled stamps (covers, cards) I’ve looked at bear Slovakian-
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Hungarian bilingual cancels. I’d put the frequency at no greater than a handful in a thousand or even
five thousand. (Not all that many Czechoslovakian cancels, apart from Bratislava and a few other
large cities, are Slovakian to begin with.) Csaba proposes, and I think he is right, that calculating the
percent of towns using bilingual cancellers is bound to yield an overestimate. “The Filep 40” had
small populations and fewer members of the educated, governmental, and professional classes that
made use of the postal service. Absent from Filep’s list are places like Bratislava (over a half-million
people in 1910), Košice (Kassa), Nitra (Nyitra), and Žilina (Zsolna), which were places with
relatively large populations and centers of commerce, transportation, education, culture, history, and
(as a result) tourism. This is a surprising and important observation in its own right, that only small
Slovakian towns, not big cities, had and used bilingual cancellers. A more reliable estimate of how
frequently we should expect to find bilingual cancels might be provided by dividing the total
population of the Filep 40 by the population of all Slovakian towns. (Better is the population of all
Slovakian towns that had post offices between the wars.) The population of the Filep 40 in 1910 was
about 56,560.96 Between 1910 and 1930, Dunaszerdahely grew from 4,762 to 5,700 (Wikipedia), an
increase of 20%. On the assumption that each of the individual populations of the Filep 40 increased
by 20%, their total population in 1930 would be 67,880. The population of Slovakia in 1930 was
3,321,900.97 This alternative approach yields 2%, which is close to but under Csaba’s 2.7%. The fact
that two independent methods (number of towns : number of towns vs. population : population) yield
a similar result is some reason (albeit not conclusive) for taking that result seriously. Perhaps the 2%
figure should be reduced by taking into account the percent of the inhabitants of Filep’s 40 towns who
were educated, which would be a smaller percent of the inhabitants than we’d find in Bratislava et al.
If so, we’d again get the 1% figure. This, I think, is still bloated. You will not find a single
Slovakian-Hungarian bilingual cancel in a pile of a hundred Czechoslovakian cancels in the period
1920-1938. We might also take into account that while the larger towns and cities (Kosice, Nitra, et
al.) were churning out monolingual Slovakian cancels continuously during those two decades, most
of the Filep 40 (according to Filep) used bilingual cancellers either only 1920-1929 or only 19291938. Also keep in mind that in order to identify a cancel as a bilingual, at least part of the cancel’s
bottom arc must be visible; that’s where the Hungarian town name would be. Some cancels punched
by a bilingual canceller might “exist” in a pile of stamps but be “missed” during a search because
only the top arc of the cancel is visible. This is especially a problem for small Czechoslovakian
definitives. Further, some of the Filep 40 might have used, at the same time, both monolingual and
bilingual cancellers, which would have diluted the stream of bilinguals. We have perhaps reduced the
1% figure to 0.5%. If we still judge 0.5% unrealistically high, we are compelled to retreat to the
default explanation of the fact that I have seen only three bilingual Slovakian-Hungarian cancels.98
Taking a hint from Johnny Lee, I’ve been looking in all the wrong places. Or knowledgeable and
greedy philatelists in Hungary and the Successor States, including Slovakia, have stockpiled 99% of
these jewels in safe deposit boxes or under mattresses. Filep alone probably has 50% of them.99
Be that as it may, examining the details of the Filep 40 raises a complex postal history
question. Filep’s short article barely contains anything about his 40 towns – in particular, about their
population in the decades 1920-1938, their ethnic make-up (Slovak, Magyar, German, Czech, etc.),
and their geographical location.100 I have done some armchair research on the Filep 40 and have
made some interesting discoveries about them.101 First, as already noted, most of the towns on his list
were very small, having in 1910 populations from 200 (Királyfiakarcsa) and 235 (Egyházgelle) to
2,930 (Somorja; it ballooned to 12,300 in 1930), 3,591 (Nagymegyer; 9,100 in 1930), and 4,762
(Dunaszerdahely). Most of these 40 towns are still small. Egyházgelle, now “Holice,” had 1800
inhabitants in 2008. Nagymagyar grew from a population of 3591 in 1910 to 3500 in 2008.
Although Nagymegyer climbed only to about 6000 by 2001, in the 21st-century Dunaszerdahely
weighs in at 23,000. I have lived in only one small town, St. Joseph, Minnesota (near Garrison
Keillor’s Lake Wobegone), in 1984-1985, which by 2000 (15 years later) had 4,000 residents. A
diner-style restaurant, a coffee and sandwich shop, a Woolworth’s, a sign on the nearby highway
indicating where to wait for the bus going to Minneapolis-St. Paul, two or three traffic lights, and a
small post office where people gathered to pick up their mail (no delivery) and to exchange gossip.
I’ve also spent time in Bóly (Baranya megye) in 1991, 1992, and 1994, which had in 2000 a
population of 3,600: two kávézó, a small but clean and modern “Posta Bank,” no traffic lights, a
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professional wedding photographer, and a street corner at which we waited for the busses going to
Pécs and Mohács. St. Joseph and Bóly are small towns; I can imagine what all the towns on Filep’s
list were like. So I ask: how did it come about that 40 small towns in Slovakia were equipped with
things as sophisticated, worldly, ecumenical, and socially sensitive as bilingual cancellers? The
question gains in significance when we realize that Filep (so he says) provided us with the complete
list of the towns in Slovakia having bilingual cancellers from 1920 to 1938. Why only 40 small
towns out of hundreds of small towns, and why these towns in particular? Two other facts about
these towns are important to acknowledge. First, all but two towns are concentrated in the fat,
bulging corridor that goes from Esztergom on its east side to Bratislava on the west side. The two
exceptions – Rimaszecs (population 1,650 in 1910) and Ajnácskő (830 in 1910, 1,197 in 2004) – are
located far to the east, in Gömör megye, sticking out like sore thumbs. It is, I think, amazing that 38
of the Filep 40 are packed into this area. The obvious reply, “not surprising, for this area was thickly
Magyar,” is insufficient. True (this is the second fact), all the Filep 40 but one had overwhelming
Magyar majorities in 1910, and many of these towns are still, today, ethnically Hungarian (Somorja
and Nagymegyer are two of them). In Szimő, Hungarians constituted 99% of the population, in
Rimaszecs 99%, in Dunaszerdahely 98%, and so forth. (The exception is Misérd, with 560 people in
1910, 68% of whom were German; even so, Magyars outnumbered Slovaks 43 to 1.) But the fact that
39 towns of the Filep 40 had Hungarian majorities does not help us understand why these particular
small towns had bilingual cancellers. There were plenty of small towns outside the EsztergomBratislava corridor, stretching all the way in the direction of Huszt, that had Hungarian majorities yet
no bilingual cancellers. And there were plenty of small towns with a Hungarian majority within the
Esztergom-Bratislava corridor that did not have bilingual cancellers (e.g., Galánta, Gúta [or “Guta”],
Párkány).
What we have are remaining challenging topics for postal historians. Why did these towns
and only these towns have bilingual cancellers? Why only small towns and not the cities? Why only
this specific area of Slovakia? Who made these decisions, and at what level: locally by postmasters,
or by postal officials in Bratislava or Prague? My saying “plenty” of other towns (size, location,
ethnicity) might have implied: why so few as 40, why not many more towns which have precisely the
same features? I’d like to suggest exactly the opposite – why so many as 40? Given the
“Slovakization” pressure, why allow any Slovakian-Hungarian bilinguals at all? Something about
these towns resisted the pressure toward “Slovakization” of the post. Again, do not point out that
these towns had Hungarian majorities, for other towns with the same population profile did not (if
Filep is right about there being only 40) have bilingual cancellers. And, given that Hungarians were a
sizeable minority all along the strip-path from Bratislava to Munkács, why not more bilinguals, like
the Czech-German bilinguals?102
NOTES
69. “Obliterations and Their Absence: The Prolonged Fate of Post-WWI Hungarian Postmarks (Part
1),” The News of Hungarian Philately 40:1 (January-March, 2009), pp. 17-32; “Obliterations and
Their Absence: The Prolonged Fate of Post-WWI Hungarian Postmarks (Part 2),” The News of
Hungarian Philately 40:2 (April-June, 2009), pp. 3-11. Parts 1 and 2 were reprinted, with
corrections, in Stamps of Hungary (U.K.), no. 178 (September 2009), pp. 11-28; and Stamps of
Hungary, no. 179 (December 2009), pp. 10-22. Later articles in the series are: “Obliterations and
Their Absence (Part 3): Elaborations, Emendations, Extensions,” The News of Hungarian Philately
41:3 (July-September, 2010), pp. 2-17; “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 4): Elaborations,
Emendations, Extensions,” The News of Hungarian Philately 41:4 (October-December, 2010), pp.
3-24; and “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 5): Elaborations, Emendations, Extensions,” The
News of Hungarian Philately 42:1 (January-March, 2011), pp. 4-15. In the current part, figure and
note numbers continue from those at the end of Part 5. Reference works consulted include the Scott
Catalogue of 2007 (Sc07); the Scott Catalogue of 1984 (Sc84); the Scott Classic Specialized of
2007 (ScCl); Magyar Neve, 1990 (MN); the 2006 edition of Magyar Posta- és Illetékbélyeg
Katalógus (MP); the Higgins & Gage World Postal Stationery Catalog, vol. 8 (H&G); and A
Magyar Díjjegyes Postai Nyomtatványok Katalógusa, 1867-1982 (1983) by Simády Béla (Sim.).
The H&G and Simády numbers provided are in the format “chapter number-card number.”
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70. I deliberately ignored two areas, Western Hungary/Austria and Ruthenia (Carpatho-Ukraine),
because they are beyond both my knowledge and philatelic resources.
71. I asked an eBay seller why she described Hitler Heads sporting blobs of ink (see Part 2, note 27;
Part 3, Figures 45-47) as “obliterated.” She replied, “In philately, ‘cancelled’ is used more often than
‘obliterated’. ‘Obliterated’ means ‘destroyed so it cannot function; rendered unusable’. Perhaps I
should have said ‘overprinted with a blob’.” Of course, philatelists use “obliteration” to refer to the
inked-cancel-on-cover-and-over-a-stamp produced by a canceller. Some of my uses of “obliteration”
are different. I have been studying the obliteration of the canceller, which damage (by excision of or
filling in the canceller) results in the production of cancels that have an obliterated appearance. In my
view, it is proper to categorize these inkings as “obliterated obliterations.”
Another kind of (newly-found)
obliteration occurred on a Liberian post
card. The face of Hilary Johnson, the
11th president of Liberia (see the
unadulterated card on the right), was
scratched out before the NOV 7 1891
cancel (obliteration) was applied. (For
an account of obliterated Hitler stamps
in Czechoslovakia, see K. Holoubek,
“The Defacing Overprints of May
1945,” Czechoslovak Specialist 61, #5
(September-October 1999), pp. 12-15.
72.
Hungarian philosophers (expatriate, with Jewish backgrounds) have made significant
contributions to our understanding of the logical and epistemological problems of scientific research.
I have in mind, in particular, Imre Lakatos (1922-1974), the author of The Methodology of Scientific
Research Programmes (Cambridge University Press, 1978), and Michael Polányi (1891-1976), the
author of Personal Knowledge: Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy (University of Chicago Press,
1958). On Lakatos, see Lee Congdon, “Imre Lakatos’ Road to 1956,” Contemporary European
History 6, #3 (November 1997), pp. 279-294.
73. As Csaba L. Kohalmi and I mentioned in “A Commentary On László Filep’s ‘Czechoslovak
Territorial Disputes With Poland After WW1’,” another challenge is to explain why there were no
Czech-Polish bilingual cancellers in those areas of Eastern Silesia that were awarded to
Czechoslovakia and contained Polish minorities (The News of Hungarian Philately 42:1 [JanuaryMarch, 2011], pp. 24-27, at p. 25).
74. Analytic philosophers of science will ask “exactly how intensely?” and, along with statisticians,
“was your sample population, no matter how large, representative enough (e.g., by random selection)
of frequencies in the target population?” I respond to the question about search intensity with “until
my eyes became bleary and my fingers dry.” That’s the bleak beginning of an operational definition
of “intensity.”
75. I have seen only one more Slovakian-Hungarian
bilingual cancel – in a large collection of Czechoslovakian
stamps offered on eBay in the Fall of 2010. (But see note
98, below.) The cancel was difficult to pick out, as it was a
small image among a few hundred images. The auction
price of the entire lot went up to an amount that exceeded
what I could afford to spend for the only stamp in the lot that
was (for me) desirable. It’s an orange with purple overprint
Czechoslovakia postage due, ScCl J51 (1927), cancelled
“Šamorín/Somorja.” Csaba took two trips through the
images of the lot, the second time with a clue that I supplied,
before he found it. But once he discovered it, he expertly
figured out the town names for me.
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76. In his essay “Hungarian-Slovak Bilingual Cancellations” (a title that is mildly but unnecessarily
chauvinistic; “Slovakian-Hungarian bilinguals” is more accurate), László Filep calls this town, in
addition, “Veľký Magendorf” (p. 4), the latter part of which is German (The News of Hungarian
Philately 26:4 [October-December, 1995], pp. 3-5). Indeed, the German name of the town had been
“Gross Magendorf” (see http://www.the-burgenland-bunch.org/Map/Villages/AllMapNames2.htm).
77. The story ends tragically. I never received “Perfection” from the seller. One possibility is that it
was lost in the mail from Toronto to Philadelphia.
78. This is what a dark, crisp, fully 5-lined pre-war (1902) Sarajevo
cancel looks like:

79. Csaba and I tried to deface cancels on stamps
without leaving a sign. Csaba’s work was done on two
Hungarian stamps from the late 1920s. He describes his
results: “On the stamp on the left, I was able to remove the number 6 from the white area, with
relatively little damage to the purple tower at the point of the arrow. I used an old eraser intended to
correct typewritten text and an erasing template (forgotten technology). On the stamp on the right, I
was trying to get rid of the number 2 but wore though the paper. My conclusion: yes, feminine
obliterations are possible for forgers. (Masculine obliterations are possible using a black ink pad.)” I
tried to create obliterations on three cancelled Czechoslovakian stamps. The feminine obliterations
(left and center) are not half bad; the masculine obliteration (right) looks amateurish. To produce the
feminine obliterations, I used a small knife with a sharp blade to scratch out small decorative stars or
crosses from the arcs that are now empty. High magnification reveals the damaged stamp surfaces.
(The empty arc on the stamp on the left must be a forgery or a freak, because the stamp, ScCl 196,
was issued 1934, long after the obliteration stage was over.)

80. This cover (cropped) was offered, at a
starting bid of $7.50, on eBay in February
2011, described as “German-occupied E.
Silesia.” It attracted no bids. Even if the item
is genuine, this kind of cover seems easily
forgeable.
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81. Figure 141A: left to right, a 1943 cancel from a German POW post card;
a 1945 cancel from a Czechoslovakian registered letter, after the liberation of
the country by the Soviet Union’s Red Army; 141B: mute and dumb, but
enclosing-an-integer, Russian cancels indicating St. Petersburg postal
districts (the numeral is a nine – rotate the image and look for the period at
its bottom-right); 141C: see the accompanying Washington image, in which a
town name occupies an oval cancel’s empty space; and 141D: the ovals are
abundantly filled in, either by a radical accidental overinking or in order to
obliterate the name of a municipium, urbs, persona, vel civitas sine suffragio,
ergo non grata.
82. The only other genuinely postal on-cover example I have seen is part of László Filep’s exhibit,
“Ungarische Ganzsachen-Postkarten mit Zusatzfrankatur tschechoslowakischer Briefmarken von
1919” (www.japhila.cz/hof/ 0060/index0060a.htm). On this item, “surviving” Crown of St. Stephen
cancels appear on a “surviving” (i.e., left over) 10-fillér Hungarian post card (H&G 1-70, Sim. 5-55
[1918]). The post card is uprated with a yellow-green Hradčany, ScCl 2 (1918), two copies of blue
Czechoslovakia ScCl B126 (1919), and a dull green ScCl B124. The card was cancelled with the
Hungarian exonym “Csacza” on [1]919 OKT 23 and sent to Košice (not “Kassa”). I have seen two
on-cover – but favor – excised [German]-Czech cancels. One has the town name “Brno” (“Brünn” is
missing), October 22, 1919. It sports (better than “is franked with”) four semi-postals: a dull green
Czechoslovakia ScCl B124, a reddish-brown B125, a dull blue B127, and a purple B128. The other
cover is cancelled “Praha” (“Prag” excised), December 26, 1919, plastered with seven “Pošta
Českoslovenká 1919” overprinted Austrian stamps, ScCl B32 and B34 through B39 – an attractive
specimen in its variety of shapes and colors even if never dropped into the mailstream. Scott prices
the B39, as well as the B33 missing from the cover, at $900 used. I’m wondering whether these
overprints are the genuine article. Was it possible to obtain favor (and genuine) cancels on fraudulent
stamps? (They’d have to be genuine, you might be thinking, if the stamps were purchased at a post
office window and immediately licked, stuck onto an envelope or post card, and given to the clerk for
cancellation.)
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83. “A Commentary On László Filep’s ‘Czechoslovak Territorial Disputes With Poland After
WW1,” figure 3.
84. See also Figure 16 in my “Caps, Hyphens, Dots, and Slashes: Hungarian Post Cards and Their
Vicissitudes, 1869-1949,” The News of Hungarian Philately 40:4 (October-December, 2009), pp. 6-27.
85. Here are two examples of a black “ČSR” (not “ČSP”) and
a denomination obliterating the face of Charles I (Karl) on the
blue-green indicium.
86. Information about these provisionals is provided by
Zdenék Kvasnička, “Stamps, Postal Stationery and Cancels of
Austria-Hungary
in
Czechoslovakia,”
Czechoslovak
Specialist, issues dated November, 1952, and March, 1953.
87. According to Scott, both the overprinted Austrian stamps and the overprinted Hungarian stamps
were on sale at the philately window in the Prague post office. The implication is that overprinted
Hungarian stamps, which had earlier been used only in Slovakia, could have been used in the Czech
lands. Good luck finding some.
88. The Zagreb cancel shown here was made by a modified Hungarian Crown canceller on which the
date format has been changed and the Crown removed (perhaps excised). The date is June 25, 1920.
In the same month and year, we find in Slovakia the use of Hungarian Crown cancellers (e.g., Figure
156); we also find, a month deeper into 1920, the use of an earlier generation canceller (here, in
Dobsina). The Croatian changes seem easy enough to carry out, but are not seen, or seen only rarely,
in Slovakia. The Zagreb cancel is on a greenish-brown Yugoslavia ScCl 3L13 (1920). The Dobsina
cancels are on a Hungarian red with black numeral envelope issue (dated 97 SEP 29), Hungary ScCl
25 (1888-1898), and on an attached pair of orange Czechoslovakia ScCl 32 (1919), dated 15 JUL
[1]920.

89. For this reason I disagree with C.A.Macartney’s pre-WW2 asinine oversimplification: “The
Slovak soul has an innate reverence for authority, a natural penchant for forms and hierarchies. . . .
The Slovaks [are] a naturally submissive race” (Hungary and Her Successors, 1919-1937 [Oxford
University Press, 1937], pp. 86-87).
90. Csaba Kohalmi taught me the difference between the Czech and Slovak words for “field (post).”
91. Note a version of the acronym “ČSP.” When it is squeezed into the half-curved space under the
town name, the “S” in the middle of “ČSP” is the predominant letter. (See Figure 136, Figure 176
[left], and two more images here:
a Liberec/Reichenberg bilingual on a
yellow-green Czechoslovakia ScCl 43,
cancelled 14.IX.[19]20; a Užhorod /
Ужгород bilingual on a Coat of Armsindicium
post
card,
cancelled
8.VIII.[19]27). Pure speculation: the
difference in size between the “Č” and
the “S” might partially explain why the
full country identifier is omitted from
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Czechoslovakian cancellers. Prague postal
administrators did not want the “S”
(“Slovakia”) to stand out, making the “Č”
(“Czech”) look inferior. Other acronyms in
this space, however, had letters of equal size
(see Figure 172). To study: the distribution
(East, West), frequency, and dates of use of
these different acronyms. Another variation
in “ČSP” – with a curlicue “Č” – is part of
this “Rožnov pod Radhoštěm” cancel (dated 27.II.39, a few weeks before the Germans occupied
Prague) on the cropped 3-color cover franked with (left to right) a green Czechoslovakia ScCl 252
(1938), a blue ScCl 253 (1938), and a reddish-violet ScCl 224 (1936).
92. See his “Hungarian-Slovak Bilingual Cancellations” (above, note 76).
93. I counted the post office town-names from a list, eleven large pages long, in Census of Territorial
Post Offices by Zdenék Kvasnička (1968), translated by Mark Wilson (Scottsdale, Arizona: Knihtisk
[publisher], 2008). The introduction to the list gives the same number. Wilson’s web site,
http://www.knihtisk.org/index.html, provides a good introduction to early Czechoslovakian philately.
94. I estimated N = 4,000 from the over 50 pages of names of Slovakian towns in MN.
95. Here is Csaba’s reasoning (my paraphrase): The Slovakia Post web site provides 1,500 as the
current number of post offices, and Wikipedia gives “1,566.” These numbers must be reduced
because some towns and cities, the larger ones, have more than one post office. This factor reduces
the number of towns with post offices by 200-300. The resulting number, in turn, must be increased
to take into account small villages that no longer have a post office even though they had one in the
1930s. This factor adds back 200-300, which leaves us with the original N = 1,500.
96. Using the data of the 1910 census (from Atlas And Gazetteer Of Historic Hungary 1914), Tom
Cossaboom provided me with the populations of almost all the individual towns on Filep’s list.
97. Piotr Eberhardt, Ethnic Groups and Population Changes in Twentieth-Century CentralEastern Europe (2003), p. 131.
98. Mittendrinen (that is, in the time
between writing note 75 and this note), I
came
across
“Slovakian-Hungarian
Bilingual #4,” which I grabbed for $10, a
“buy-it-now” price that included postage,
from a Budapest dealer on eBay. The
cancel on this post card is faint but
unmistakable:
Dunajská
Streda/Duna
Szerdahely, cancelled 29.IX.37.
(The
stamps are a red Czechoslovakia ScCl 154
[1929; left] and a reddish purple Czechosloakia ScCl 229 [1937; right]). I also found, in a collection of 198 Czechoslovakian stamps up for
auction on eBay, “Slovakian-Hungarian Bilingual #5,” a single off-cover stamp. (By the way, one
out of 198 is 0.5%.) They’re becoming as common as cockroaches. The stamp is a green
Czechoslovakia ScCl 192 (1933), cancelled (in the bottom arc) “[Na]gy Megyer” in 1933. I did not
obtain this stamp; again, the auction price rose higher than the amount I was willing to part with.
99. Recall that my first on-cover bilingual [above, Figure 136] was misindentified by its seller, and
so popped up serendipitously, that is, apart from a deliberate search for bilinguals. Had it been
properly identified, this “buy-it-now” item, which had been posted for months on eBay, untouched by
all the fans of Czechoslovak-Ukrainian bilinguals, may have been gobbled up well before I noticed it.
My second on-cover bilingual would have been found by someone looking for bilinguals, even
though the Hungarian name, across the bottom arc, is faint.
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100. Somebody (not I) should prepare an updated version of Filep’s list, paying attention to mistakes
that need to be corrected (e.g., some town-name spellings), arranging the list in a more reader-friendly
way, adding dates and locations and other facts that were omitted in the original. For example, Filep
tells us that some of the 40 towns had bilingual cancellers 1920-1929 and others (not as many – but
how many?) had them 1929-1938, but mysteriously fails to tell us which towns had them in which
periods. Also, did these towns also have monolingual cancellers or only the bilinguals? Filep clearly
used references to assemble his information, but he doesn’t reveal the books’ names or origins.
101. Some of the following information is from Wikipedia and related web pages; some is from
Károly Kocsis and Eszter Kocsis-Hosdosi, Ethnic Geography of the Hungarian Minorities in the
Carpathian Basin (1998).
102. Many thanks to (as always) Csaba Kohalmi.


THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Erratum: My Table of Hungarian Postal Rates for 2011 published on page 32 of the JanuaryMarch 2011 newsletter contained the date ‘Effective 1 January 2010.’ The date should have read
‘Effective 1 January 2011.’
I would like to thank Bill Gurske for sharing his FANTASTIC 1918 airmail cover to
Lemberg with our readers. It is one scarce example of the 35 registered covers that were posted
during the brief airmail service. If only the cover could talk and tell us the story of its 90-year
odyssey from Lemberg to California!
I exchanged emails with Lyman Caswell regarding a “Victoria” hotel cover that I acquired
recently. Lyman wrote about these covers in the July-September 2008 issue of The News (The Hotel
Victoria Postage Due Covers: Philatelic Creativity). Unlike the others we have seen, the cover
illustrated here is unadressed, completely sealed with no enclosures. My original message to Lyman
was as follows: “I came across another one of these fanciful creations (at an extremely reasonable
price). Seeing this cover made me rethink their history. I’m of the belief that most, if not all, were
never sent postally (unless, of course, you have an example with a backstamp). The addresses seem
to have been added in the same handwriting at a later time to ‘enhance’ the covers’ values. Even with
a friendly postal clerk who probably cheerfully accepted tips, postage due stamps did not constitute
proper franking, so these covers should not have been accepted for delivery.”
In
responding,
Lyman
concurred: “That is also the first
example of an unaddressed Hotel
Victoria cover that I have seen or
heard of. I completely agree
with your explanation.
The
postmarks are applied too neatly
for any other explanation. Is the
cover scissored open on the
right, the way the addressed
covers are? /No./ I wonder if the
names on the addressed covers
are real people or fictitious.
Until now, I thought that they
were real, and that “Victor
Heinrich” was the perpetrator,
because there are more covers
addressed to him than to any of
the others. Some of the “Victor
Heinrich” covers are the only
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ones that I have seen that have more postage due on them than the 12 filler required for an unfranked
local letter.” Most likely, the names are made up. None of the addressed covers have an actual street
name or house number on them. All are endorsed ‘helyben = local.’ While this was not an unusual
practice in the early 20th century, a person would have to be really well known to the postal carriers
in a larger town like Szatmárnémeti in order to be sure of receiving mail. So, we’re back to relegating
these covers to the category of ‘philatelic creativity.’
Bob Morgan responded to Jan Jaap de Weerd’s inquiry about markings found on the airmail
cover from 1928: “All incoming mail at that time came through NY, Miami or San Francisco’s
Foreign Section. This marking would have been from New York. ‘M.D.’ for incoming mail would
mean Mail Dispatch; more than likely, meaning it was being sent out for domestic delivery. ‘G.P.O.’
marking we all know as ‘General Post Office.’”
I would recommend highly Mark Lendon’s book reviewed on the inside of the back cover.
The book provides a fresh look at the age old problem of authentic vs. fake occupation stamps.
Bill Maddocks has designed printable album pages of Hungary up to 1940. They include all
the perforation and watermark varieties that are in the Scott specialized catalog. A few pages are
formatted for on piece show cancels and can be omitted if need be. These do not have any
copyrighted material such as Scott catalog numbers in them. Anyone who would like the file can just
send Bill an email request. No charge unless someone wants to order a printed copy from him. Bill’s
email is willyo@macmed.com.


2011 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 4 February 2011
Famous Hungarians: Sándor Püski (1911-2009)
Face value: HUF 270. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: György Kara. The stamp honors the 100th anniversary of book
publisher Sándor Püski and shows his portrait superimposed on a group of
book bindings. Püski was imprisoned in the Kádár-era, but was allowed
to emigrate to the United States in 1970. He bought a small book store in
New York and started publishing samizdat works of Hungarian authors.
His store became a center of Hungarian literary culture. He resettled in
Hungary in 1989 and continued his work.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote
Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 300,000 stamps.
Issue date: 7 February 2011
Hungarian Presidency of the European Union
Face value: HUF 90. Stamp size: 35 x 35mm.
Designer: Orsolya Kármán. The stamp commemorated the six-month
presidency of the European Union by Hungary.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 36 using offset by the Banknote
Printers, Ltd. in an edition required for postal demand. Adjacent stamps
are positioned in the sheet rotated 90 and 180 degrees with respect to
each other. /The complete sheet is illustrated on the back cover./
Issue date: 15 February 2011
20th Anniversary of the founding of the Visegrád Group
Face value: HUF 240. Stamp size: 45 x 26.7mm.
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. The stamp commemorated the 20th anniversary of the formation of the
Visegrád Group (Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Poland). This is a joint issue by the post
offices of the four nations.
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Technical details: Printed in small sheets of 8 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an
edition 50,000 sheetlets.

Issue date: 1 March 2011
Antique Furniture
Face value: HUF 225. Stamp size: 26 x 33mm.
Designer: György Kara. Photographer: Imre Eck. The stamp depicts a
straight-backed chair from Tótkomlós (Békés County, 1853).
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 100 using offset by the Banknote
Printers, Ltd. in unlimited quantities
Easter 2011
Face value: HUF 90. Stamp size: 31.7 x 36mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. Photographer: Ildikó Neumann. The stamp reproduces the tapestry
Hungarian Golgotha by Erzsébet Szekeres.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in a quantity
required by postal demand.
.
International Children’s Rescue Service
Face value: Domestic rate (HUF 90) + HUF 50 surcharge. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Orsolya Kármán. Photographer: Ildikó Neumann. The stamp shows the logo of the
service.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in a quantity
required by postal demand.
Issue date: 4 March 2011
Tourism: Sátoraljaújhely and Gödöllő
Face value: HUF 160 and 220. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. Photographer: József Hajdu. The HUF 160 stamp reproduces the Piarist
Church of Sátoraljaújhely. The HUF 220 stamp shows the façade of the Royal Mansion built by
Antal Grassalkovich in Gödöllő.
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Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in a quantity
required by postal demand.

Clockwise, left to right: Easter
2011, Children’s Rescue
Service, Sátoraljaújhely,
Gödöllő, and Vasas Sport Club
new issue stamps.

Issue date: 16 March 2011
100th Anniversary of the Vasas Sport Club
Face value: HUF 315. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Ferenc Gusztáv Borbély. The stamp honors the 100th anniversary of the Vasas Sport Club.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in a quantity of
300,000 stamps.
Issue date: 28 March 2011
Hungarian Performing Artists
Face value: HUF 250, 340, 370. Stamp size: 45 x 30mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. The stamps show portraits of Rezső ‘Rudolfo’ Gács, Lajos Bást, and Manyi
Kiss.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in a quantity of
300,000 stamps.

NEW ISSUE HUNGARICA FROM FRANCE
The sheet showing the monuments of Budapest (the Dohány Street Synagogue, Parliament
Building, Chain Bridge, Royal Palace, Széchenyi Baths, Millenium Monument, and the Mathias
Coronation Church as well as the Holy Crown ) is illustrated on the front cover.
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THE REGATUL ROMANIEI ISSUES OF CLUJ AND
ORADEA (1919)
by Mark Lendon
The subject book contains 74 European A4-size pages. It is
wire bound with clear acetate front and card stock back covers.
The book contains high resolution scanned images enhanced for
clarity. The author devoted chapters to the historical background
of the issues as well as the postal services in Romania right after
World War I. He provides a detailed guide to identifying genuine
overprints. The varieties and errors of the overprints are
discussed for each issue. An additional chapter is devoted to
forgeries as well as recent discoveries regarding these stamps.
The author first became interested in these occupation issues
while working in Arad, Romania for two years. He specializes in
collecting the overprints of 1919-1920, the postal history of Arad,
and the stamps of Romania.
The cost of the book is £20 plus postage and packing
depending on the destination. The author may be contacted by
email at overprints1919@hotmail.co.uk. The postal address is
Mark Lendon, 15 Somerleyton Avenue, Kidderminster,
Worchestershire, DY10 3AS, United Kingdom.

WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders.
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

SHEET OF STAMPS ISSUED TO COMMEMORATE
THE HUNGARIAN PRESIDENCY OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION

